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'Rev. Dodson Gets 20 Years;Seeks New Trial
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minister, who was returned to
after an
county
Fayette
absence of more than la years
and found guilty last week of
second degree murder in the

I SOMERVILLE SCENE — one
I of the most sensational trials
In recent years was that of
I Rey. Burton Dodson, a CME

death of Deputy Sheriff 0. B.
Burrows and sentenced to
20 years in the state penitentiary. In photo left, Napoleon
Dodson, !mine% of Reverend

Bus Station Jim Crow
Signs Are On Way Out
ever he said, in answer to a question, "inter - state passengers have
every right to use any waiting
room in Greyhound bus stations."
TELLS DILEMMA
Greenslit described his dilemma
this way:
"There are Federal laws, state
"We will comply with every law
on the hooks.We prefer that the Act. The complaint was made by laws and local laws. We intend to
signs not appear in our bus sta- 0. Z. Evers, Eliehue Stanhack obey every law on the book."
But isn't this impo5sible? he Was
tions."
and the Rev. T. R. Fugh, Bingasked.
When asked by The Tri-State hampton civic league.
"Certainly It Is impossible but
Defender what his position is with According to Evers and Stanregard to JimCrow signs as they back, the league filed the charge we are going to obey every law
apply to inter - state passengers, with the FBI when local managers on the books," Mr. Greenslit reGreenslit replied:
of Greyhound and Continental plied.
"They will have to be removed." Trailways bus companies ignored The text of the Binghampton
letters from the league asking for letter to local bus company manCONTACT FBI
agers follows:
This development grew out of the removal of the signs.
Interstate Transa charge filed with the local FBI Southeastern President Greenslit "In a survey of
establishments, we were
office March 30 that segregation refused to comment on the charge portation
signs designIn local bus stations violated regu- filed with the FBI "because I do curious to discern
of white and
lations of the Interstate Commerce not know anything about it." 110w. nating the locations
colored waiting and dining room
1 facilities, not withstanding all the
laws forbidding the separating of
races in interstate commerce regardless of !ace, creed or color.
EVICT NEGROES
. "Sir, in your opinion, is it the
policy of the company that such
discriminatory practices is permissable in interstate commerce
percolored
Would you rather be called a Negro or a
in Memphis ? We also have reliable information that police are
son?
their authority to evict colThis question was asked in one of the discussion using
ored passengers from 'white wait-

Dodson, points to home from
which the minister escaped
from angry mob and fled after
being hit with shotgun pellets.

The victim was slain near a I of Detroit, son of the minister,
a tree which stood in front of
who was injured by a shothouse. In center photo, congun blast on night of March
'
Estes,
F.
(erring with Ally. J.
23, 11140, when mob came after
left Is Rev. John Henry Dodson

This Has Got To Go]

that he did not remember having Judge Mark Walker denied the
fired a shot when he fled from request, gave him the address
his mob-encircled home in 1940, of two court reporters in Jackcame to trial 19 years after he son, and said that the trial would
was alleged to have shot and be resumed at 1 p.m.
killed Deputy Sheriff Olean B. COURT REPORTER
Burrows and escaping to Illinois.
Unlike Shelby county, Fayette
A motion for a new trial will be
county does not pay the cost of
heard on Friday morning, May
a court reporter during the trial
15.
of a person charged with a crime
Farmers In the area postponed
for which he may receive the
Spring plowing to witness the
death penalty.
drama, and a large number of
Reverend Dodson's former parish- Relatives of Rey. Dodson reioners were present to hear the ported that they were unable to
pay the nearly $40.a-day cost of
case
Attorney Estes asked on the the reporter, so each day while
opening day of the trial that it the trial was being heard, Rev,
be postponed until the next term John L. Webb of 1766 Hunter at.,

Confab Probes
Race Relations
mixed group said he preferred
the term. colored.
The question was posed after
several white members of the
discussion group had been reluctant to use either Negro or
colored. One of the white conferees asked the question and
took the poll, explaining that
some white people are confused
at times because they don't know
whether to say Nepro or colored
t was pointed out throughout
day that the conference was
1t an action group, hut a means
of improving the climate of opinion through communication.
150 MEMPHIANS
More than 150 Memphiarts
freaked across the well-kept campus to Brownlee hall to hear the
keynote speaker, Frederick Routh,
who came from Atlanta where he
is assistant director of the Southern Regional council, an organization for education and research in the improvement of
human relations.
Lionel Arnold, college minister,
opened the conference with prayer The sessions were ably chaired by the Rev. John Mickle,
personnel director at the colle2e
and pastor of Second Congregational church,
Mr. Routh, In his very clear
(ri inflormative address, said:
e must have honest communi-

See SIGNS, page 2

Illt

inie CONFAB, page 3

told the Tri-State Defender Sat•
urday that he Intends to comply with every law on the
books. Interstate commerce reg.
ulations ban discrimination of
interstate passengers.

The congregation of Clayborn Temple AME church,
284-94 Hernando, is up in arms because the City Licensing
t
commission has granted permission for the establishmen
will
store
liquor
The
ave.
of a liquor store at 241 Linden
is
be approximately 300 feet from a girls' club which

a remark made between lesslobs are Dr. C. H. Parrish
of the University of Lout*.
ville, left, and Keynote Speaker Frederick Routh, assistant
director M the Southern RegiOnil council, Atlanta. (Tri State Defender Photo by Withers)

scheduled to open in a few weeks,
"Our church is
in the church's educational buildconcerned with
ing.
practicing as
The Rev. H. L. Starks, Clayborn
well as preachTemple minister, said this week he
ing the spirit of
and his congregation will fight the
Christ" Reverend
action of the commission even
Starks said.
if it means speaking to the State
"Thus it is deepDepartment of Revenue on going
ly concerned with
to court.
problems of peoThe license Was granted April
ple and there is
1 over the protest of a delegation
no better place
from the church. If the church apto begin than in
peals and it is not granted, the
STARKS
the neighborhood
congregation will still have re- ,
in which the church is located."
course to the courts.
Reverend Starks said his church
DEEPLY CONCERNED
operates the only licensed kinderCommissioner Stanley Dillard garten of any Negro church in
said he could not remember a Memphis. "We have 20 children
license appeal ever being made to enrolled an common honesty imthe State Department of Revenue. pels UP to admit that the seeds
In the past. the department has Which ultimately lead to maladautomatically accepted recommenBee TEMPLE, page 2
dations of the commission.

Memphis, pastor of Springhill
Baptist church, Ripley and St.
John Baptist church, Denmark,
collected the money from the
Negro spectators seated in the
rear and standing around the
walls two and three deep.
Two days were spent selecting
the jury, and before accepting
any for service Atty. Estes asked
them if they were in favor of
Negroes registering and voting.
Only one of the nearly 40 who
appeared stated that be was
against the idea,
Only one of the 12 furors wag
See DODSON, page 2

Double Killing
Shocks Meharry
NASHVILLE — Two Meharry Medical college seniors
— one a pretty redhead and the other a married, male
honor student — died Saturday, miles apart, each with .32
caliber bullet wounds. Police said it was known that the
pair had been "going together." They called the deaths

Clayborn Temple Maps
Liquor Store Fight 'Just Negroes'

1

REI.ARACE
LEMOYNE
TIONS confab Saturday drew
local
cam150 leaders to the
pus for talks on means onsetcommunications be.
tering
tween the races. Miss Martel.
I. Trigg, center, associate professor of social sciences, di.
institute. Enjoying
"s. I ruled the

INSULTING SIGNS at Greyhound bus station in Memphis
are coming down, according to
H. N. Greenslit. president of
Southeastern Greyhound, who

Rev. John Henry Dodson, Detroit, bath Baptist ministers:
and Joe Dodson, a farmer, of
Haywood county.

Tension Runs High At
Trial In Somerville

• By M. L. REID
SOMERVILLE — "Rev. Dodson got 20 years.!"
The word spread fast around tension-tightened Somerville last Thursday night as the sensational trial of 76year-old Burton Dodson, a CME minister, came to an end
when the jury filed in at 8:40 with a verdict of guilty of
second degree murder after nearly six hours of deliberation,
of court since he had been unReverend Dodson, who said able to hire a court reporter, but

Jim Crow signs In the Greyhound bus station are on
their way out.
Authority for this assertion is the president of Southeastern Greyhound, H. V. Greenslit of Atlanta. Greenslit
told theTri-State Defender Saturday:

groups during the fourth Race Relations conference at
LeMoyne college Saturday. A poll was taken and only one
of the Negro members of the

his father. In photo right, pos.
Mg during recess at trial, are
three sons of the defendant.
They are, from left, Rev. Iler, man Dodson, Jackson, Tenn.

murder and suicide."
The nude body of Vernal Joseph
Roberts, jr., 27. of Galveston, Tex.,
was found on the floor of a bedroom at 2009 Albion at., the address of Miss Anna L. Jackson,
24, of Greensboro, N. C., who
died in Hubbard hospital after losing control of Roberts' car and
plunging down a 100 foot embark"Are they Negro boys just ment on Highway No. 12, one-half
mile North of Ashland City. Docchasing Negro girls?"
That was the astonishing question tors discovered a fresh .32 caliber
asked by a woman switchboard bullet wound in her left shoulder.
operator at the Memphis police WIFE PREGNANT
department here recently when a According to John W. Cole, disNegro .nother called to report that trict attorney general's investigatsome young Negro hoodlums had or, Roberts' wife was in New York
been chasing her daughter and expecting the birth of twins.
three other girl companions.
Homicide Officer Charles Stoner
"Yes they are all Negroes," said police received an anonymous
Mrs. George II Brown of 964 call from a woman urging them
Clack pl. answeicd, "but we need to investigate a shooting at 2009
the police to conic out right away." Albion. When officers received no
answer to their knock and discovFOUR GIRLS
In spite of her plea for immed- ering nothing suspicious, they left.
iate ald from Ilic police depart- Shortly afterwards, friends of Miss
ment, Mrs. Broyn's call was ig- Jackson received a call from her
nored, and it yas not until al- in Ashland City. She said she was
Most an hour lah‘r that her hus- calling to say goodbye. Asked if
band came home and discovered "Junior" (Roberts) was with her,
what had occurred and asked that she answered, "yes and no."
Police told the Tri.litate Defendthe regular squad car No. 25 be

Don't Rate Aid
Of LocalCops

See COPS, page 3

See KILLINGS, Page 2

REV. BURTON DODSON

'Bronze Queen' Is
Disqualified For
Rule Violation
Miss Ida Mae Jones. selected
"Bronze Queen" Friday night,
.has been disqualified. Miss Lucille Kennedy was named to replace her.
According to Mrs. Joseph H.
Johnson, chairman of the City
limits."
Beautiful Commission. Miss
Jones violated the contest's rule
which stipulates that contestants
''must be full-time residents of
Memphis. residing within the city
Mrs. Johnson said Miss Jones'
application carried a local iddress but complaints reached her
after the contest finals that Miss
Jones was not a Memphis restdent. Investigation showed she
did not live within the city limits. Mrs. Johnson said.
The commission advanced each
winner one level which made
Miss Kennedy assume the title.
The shift resulted in Miss Beverly E. Gray's becoming "Princess clean up," miss Martha E.
Little, "Princess Paint up- and
Mists Annette Johnson, ''Princess
Fix Up."

annumunionnamomminnunomiumint

TR1-STATE DEFENDER
(Continued From Page 1)
cation with each If we are going
to improve race relations. We
must reach the opinion moulders
and the dectsion makers, because we cannot reach the masses."
BETTER UNDERSTANDING
He had high praise for the conference and offered congratulaRev. James A. G. Grant, past- Memphis and New York city, Rev.
tions to those who attended, sayor of the Lemuel Haynes Congre- Grant ministered to churches in
ing that a discussion group "such
gational church in New York city Tacoma, Wash., Trinidad, Colo.,
as this is the type of thing that
and former pastor of Avery Chap- Nashville, Covington and Louiswill help bring about a better
el AME and Second Congregation- ville, Ky.
understanding In the South."
Aside from his wife, Mrs. Earlal churches in Memphis, died in
The conference was under the
followyne
Grant, he is survived by
New York Saturday night
direction of Miss Martelle Trigg,
three
sons,
attack.
James,
Jr., William
ing a heart
associate
professor of social
' According to information receiv- Arnett and Avery, and a daughsciences at LeMoyne.
ed here, Rev. Grant had gone to ter, Miss Martha Ann Grant.
Mr. Routh had high praise for
Funeral services are scheduled
the church to look over some work
two daily newspapers, The Chatwhich had just been completed, to be held in New York City on
tanooga Times and The Atlanta
and slumped over the steering Friday, April 10, following the arConstitution. He said both papers
wheel of his car just as he was rival of his son James from milthave been fair and objective in
about to get out to enter the edi- tary duty in Germany.
reporting
racial developments
fice.
since the 1954 Supreme court deminister's
visit
last
The
cision.
to Memphis was last November
He also had a good word for
when he came here to deliver
television, He said TV is playing
a sermon during the 90th anniveran Important role in bringing
sary of the founding of Second (Continued Frosts Page
1)
about a better understanding in
Congregational church.
the South.
IMITATION OF LIFE by Fan•
powerful color film version of
right, comforting Terry Burna college graduate. He was HerLEMOINE GRAD
nie Hurst will open at the
this famous story. It also stars
ham who has become lost on
bert Myers, an insurance broker
He was somewhat critical of
' A native of Topeka, Kans., Rev. and
Mateo
theater
Thursday,
April
I.ana Turner, John Gavin,
the beach at Coney Island. The
the Eisenhower administration,
a graduate of Memphis State
Grant was an alumnus of Wilber16. The celebrated movie stars
Sandra Dee, Susan Kohner,
Universal • International movie
however, declaring "we have not
university. Asked if he objected
force university in Ohio, where he
Juanita
Moore,
left,
shown
with
I
killed
a
man."
said
Robert
of
the
Aida, Dan O'Herlihy and
"they
best
selling
novel
is
a
had strong leadership from the
to Negroes attending the school, Cocks was asked to produce
received his B. D. and D. D.
her daughter, Karin Dicker,
Mahan& Jackson.
TAKES STAND
top on the civil rights question."
he told Attorney Estes he did not. the capeas, and it was shown to
degrees. While pastoring in MemPROSPECTIVE JURORS
have been issued on Aug. 2, 1939, Rev. Dodson was the first wit- "They have taken only timid
phis he entered Lemoyne college
Prospective jurors were asked, and the case was to have been ness for himself. He related how stens along these Vnes," he adand was graduated along with
he had been warned that a mob ded.
his son, James, Jr., in the class if they belonged to a church,. heard at the November 1939 seswhether or not they belonged to sion. The former sheriff said was coming to get him. He said
It was the general epertion of
of 1941.
Rev. Grant war from 1932 to the White Citizens Council, about that he did not receive the paper around 1:30 p. m. there was a the consultants at the closing
someone
and
the
door
knock
at
their
feelings
toward
Negroes'
beSaturday afternoon that
1940.
session
March
in
until the first of
1935 pastor of Avery Chapel AME
the Negro and white churches, newschurch and from 1935 until 1942, ing equal with whites and whe- I His testimony was contridicted said, "It's the law. Open
papers and businessmen need to
when he entered the U.S. Army ther they had ever been Involved by two witnesses who followed. door."
He said he thought It was the do more if better communications
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Prizewin- will open at 4 p.m, in the Carl Van; phony orchestra will assist the
1J. T. Perry stated that Cocke
as chaplain, pestor of Second Con- in fights with Negroes.
One farmer. CaseY Duke Tea- had come to his home to get per- mob pretending to be the authori- are to be established in the South. ning reporter Carl T Rowan of the Vetchen Gallery. A seception will Fisk faculty in this concert
gregational churc1i. e also work•
•
Consultants and group leaders Minneapolis Tribune and actor follow.
ed with the Memphis Housintau- gue. 52, provided some humor mission to burn the house down ties, but he told them he wouId
FAMOUS ACTOR
thority and was in charge of ten- during the trial's early tense in order to bet the minister and open the door as soon as he got, were Dr. C. H. Parrish of Uni- Frederick O'Neal will headline the
Seven members of the Fisk muThe famous actor, Frederick
ant selection for the William moments when he started that his family out, S. A. Weltzer, his clothes on, Rev. Dodson told l versity of Louisville. the Rev. 30th Annual Festival of Music and sic faculty will appear in a faculty
he did not know whether he had former county clerk, said he gave the court that he did not remem-' Will 1). Campbell of the National Art at Fisk University April 22-26. concert at 8:30 p.m. Anne Gamble O'Neal, will be heard in a seminar
Foote homes.
April 24 at 10 a.m, in the InterHe served for three years in the ever been a member of the White the copies to the sheriff on the her whether he fired a shot or Council of Churches in the U. S , An all-Fisk program of music Kennedy, Simona Atkins Allen and national student
center. The Fisk
not, but he denied that he ever J. T. Chandler of Universal Life will highlight the celebrated Fisk Matthew Kennedy will play Con- i
South Pacific during World War Citizens council
day it was issued,
Jubilee
singers, under the direes
Asked if he saw anyone in the Both Robertson and D u on, made a confession to the sheriff Insurance co., Dr. Lawrence Jubilee Singers, the famed Fisk certo in F Major for Three Pianos
II and was discharged with the
Matthew
Kennedy,
of
will at).
tion
"
being al e .
courtroom who might know, Mr. claimed that Reverend
rank of major.
Fitzgerald of University of Ten- university choir and members of by Mozart. Fisk Organist Arthur pear that evening at 8:30 pm.dk
Docison since
CHURCH GIFT
Teague pointed to Asst. Atty. Gen- fired back at them after running' "The sheriff asked me if I had nessee medical school, Paul Flow. Fisk's distinguished music faculty. Croley will perform the Concerto
Activities on April 25 will NV
wanted to tell him," erg of the Commercial Appeal, Rowan, who in 1956 became the in G Minor for Organ by Handel.
' After moving to New York city ere Preston Parkes and said: a distance from the house, bud something
highlighted by the production of
with his family following his sep- "Was that what that meeting was
the minister said, "And I told Prof. R. It Hill of Southwestern, only newspaperman ever to win Sonata for two pianos and Percus- Blood
Wedding by Lorca. The Fisk
*ration from service, he was em- about that we attended'''
clear Prof. L. B. Hobson, principal of three consecutive awards from sion will feature Jacqueline Johnnation that they did not know for him my conscience was
Stagecrafters will present this well
ployed as housing assistant and
The juror said he had no ill certain that the fatal shot came and I wanted to leave it that way." Manassas high school; John Sigma Delta Chi, will speak at the son and Samuel Randlett.
known drama at 2 pin. in the Lit.
manager for the New York Hous- will toward Negroes, although he from his gun.
Joe Dodson, who no wlives lsi Spence of the Press-Scimitar, Festival's opening convocation at The first performance of Festitie Theater.
ing authority. He also worked for had "chased one on one occas•
Haywood county, and Rev. John Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon Jr., 11 a.m. April 23. He will also ap- val Piece for Trombone and
'HE GOT ME'
pear at a seminar in the Interna- Strings will feature Dana M. King.
The annual festival will wind up
the New York department of Wel- sion" He added that he was not
Reverend Henry Dodson, of Detroit, both A, n. Williams of Radio Stationj tional student center at 2 p.m.
Dunn said he saw
This composition was written es- April 26 with special worship servfare.
mail at the Negro.
Dodson put his gun to his should- sons of the defendant took the Wk, and Miss Louise Young,1 NIGERIAN ARTIST
in the Fisk Memorial Chapel
ices
pecially for the Fisk Festival by
He was called to the pastorate THREE NEGROES
er snd fire, and that the slain stand in behalf of their father. esecutive director of the TenAn exhibition of the works of, Westley A. Tower.
at 11 a.m., a student recital in the
Of the Lemuel Haynes Congrega- Three Negroes appeared as
widow
Shelton
the
Georgia
Mrs.
nessee Council on Human Re- Akinola Lasekan, Nigerian artisti Members of the Nashville sym- chapel at 4 p.m. and a concert by
deputy said, "He got me," and
tional church in 1948, which was prospective jurors Two were egof the physician at Whiteville, lation.s.
the Fisk choir at 8.30 p.m.
fell to the ground.
gifted with an organ by the post- cused — one because he comtreated
Tenn.,
the
who
younger
He became confused and irriUnder the direction of William
man who won $16,000 on the plained of a toothache.
Dodson
Reverend
after
he
was
examitated during the cross
L. Dawson, the choir will inelude
$64,000 Question" television pro- The remaining Negro, John
huabahd's
brought
to
her
office
not
did
nation admitted that he
in its program The Wedding of
gram.
Liddill, was the first to be called know who fired the shot, that De- suffering from gunshot wounds,
Hiawatha by Coleridge-Taylor. The
Aside from his pastorates in'.on the third list, but was
excused puty Burrows was standing be. also testified.
choir will be augmented by memof the house with bul; from serving when he stated that hind him when he was hit, and
bers
of the Nashville Symphony
(Continued From Page 1)
he would not find a Negro guilty that he did not hear a
Orchestra.
Millet let holes in the roof and the curof a charge, regardless of tbe whistle by him and strike the vic- rounding area were also shown justment, drunkeness and crime
to the jury.
are often planted when the child
evidence presented.
tim.
NO PITY
Is young and impressionable.
Witnesses for the state wire Sheriff Dave Myers told the
prosecution
asked
jury
Thus
we have the responsibility of
the
The
W. H. make, high shetiff at file court that as soon as he became
any' keeping our children's environ- One of the most revolutionary guage plays. He went on to Louisitime of the incident, former dep- sheriff five years ago he began not to show the minister
, educatianal influences on the drow- ana State university, received his
uties David Robertson and Steal- seeking the whereabouts of the Pity because of his age, because ment as wholsome as possible. sy little Berber market town of
master's degree in romance lanExplaining the need for the
ing Dunn, J. T. Perry. David minister and when he learned he was to blame for the 19-year
I Arzou in the Middle Atlantic moun• guages.
Myers. the present sheriff: and where he was living in East St. delay of the trial, As the attar. girls' club, Reverend Starks said tains of Morocco, North Africa,
When he joined the faculty at
the dead man's son, Paul Bur- Louis he notified the police and neY general was delivering the that due to the low income of the according t oTIME magazine, is
rows, William Abernathy is the had him arrested as a fugitive rebuttal, the widow of the slain families in the neighborhood, there James A. Hamlett, 33, a native Knoxville college he could already
speak
ls
French, Spanish, German
a
need
for
mothers
to work,
attorney general for the county. from justice. He said he went to deputy was ushered into the
and Portuguese . No one there
leaving their children for long of Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Burrows was called to the
d nicked the courtroom with tears in her eyes hours
without parental supervision. "Last week, six months after his knows just how many he speaks
stand to tell how he had awaken- minister up and brought him to and seated at the prosecution
arrival, most of Azrou's 4,000 rug now that he has gone overseas.
PROPER GUIDANCE
table in view of the jury.
ed his father at midnight to go Fayette county jail
"These families are not without weavers, wood carvers and farm- WENT TO MEXICO
The jury received the case at
nut on a case, and the next time
Except for the time that he NV
ers
were erudite enough to flavor
For one year he studied at the
girls," he said. "These girls, at
he saw him he was dead. He sent to Nashville for mental oh -I 258 p.m., returned to the court to sometime in their lives,
come their conversation with at least University of Mexico in Mexico
after
again,
and
photos
was not cross examined.
semolina he said Reverend Dod• view the
face to face with their emo- a few words of English—spoken City. While at Knoxville he servW.
son had been there. He also said supper retired again to return the tions and romance without proper were recognizable Tennessee ed as a part - time instructor of
verdict
at
8:40.
followed
H Cocke
him to Reverend Dodson had given him
guidance. The result is often il- drawls," the news weekly stated. Spanish at the white Maryville
While the jury was deliberatthe stand and told how he. took, an oral confession that he left
"And the strange rhythms of U. college at Maryville, Tenn.. the
legitimacy.
Deputies Robertson. Dunn, Bur- Fayette county in 1940 because ing, a group of Negro ministers "We have secured a charter for S. natives, as recorded in the first Negro to serve in such a pobegan singing in the court yard, the Lelia 0. WaJker
"MISS YEARBOOK" — Rose L. rows and two men from Hardemonj
waxings
of Louis Armstrong and sition at the school.
Girls' club
but moved out into the street which will be located
Collins, a senior of 351 Outer county to the Dodson house to
in our edu- Duke Ellington, are now familiar
when
a
deputy came out and ex- cational building. We have
Parkssay, has been voted -Mins arrest. the man. He said that
71; in a region where no American,
citedly told them that no preach. members so far, their ages rang- had ever lived until Hamlett came!
MRS. THELMA GORHAM, teachYear Book" at LeMoyne college he teld Rev. Dodson that he had]
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Msgr. er and writer of Oklahoma City,
me
was
allowed
there.
She was selected by the yearbook a capeas (warrant) for his rm.(
ing from 12-16. Because we are there six months ago."
Joseph
A.
McCaffrey
suggested
at
TENSION
has
HIGH
been awarded a fellowship
NO
AIR
star. She is an English major, rest, and after the minister
trying desperately to build and
TRAVELER
During the trial, tension was maintain a wholesome environIt was purely by accident that a communion breakfast Sunday from the Fund For Adult Educemember of Delta Sigma Theta so- threatened to kill the first man
high, and Fayette county She- ment in our neighborhood_ we Mr. Hamlett, a former member that his church be nicknamed Hon. A former teacher at the Lin.
rority, and active in the drama who came into the house, he
riff Dave Myers demanded that deeply resent the go sign for a of the Knoxville college faculty got "The Shrine of the Parking Lots." Nan University School of Journal.
group. English club, Student coun- went back to Somerville to get
Holy Cross Roman Catholic Ism in Jefferson City, Mo., Mrs.
Tri.State Defender photographer liquor store so close to our church.
cil and Pre.Alumni club.
tear gas.
Church is almost entirely nut- Gorham will study at the School
that Tri-State Defender photo- "Our congretation is now decid•
rounded by recently cleared sites
Communications Research at
grpher Howard Pulley give him ing
what
is
the
effective
being used as commercial park- Stanford university, Palo A It a,
a roll of film after the newsman course of action," Reverend Starks
ing
lots.
Calif.
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MMERV1LLE, Tenn. .— Liv- kr when he came by the doeas a fugitive for 19 years is Mr's office and 1 thought all of
a miserable existence, but far bet- them were insuratce men
ter than being cooped up in the "All of a sudden they
rushed
penitentiary.
into the house, informed me that
That is the opinion of Burton Dod- they were FBI agents and that 1
son. the CME minister convicted was under arrest," the
minister
last Thursday of second degree stated,
murder in the death of Fayette
county deputy sheriff, 0. B. -Bur. When captured, Rev. Dodson had
a .pistol within easy reach, and
rows, who was killed when he
(Dodson) escaped from his mob. said if .he had known the men
surrounded home on March 23 were going to arrest him he would
' have traded shots with them.
In an interview last week, Rev. "1 would hav.3 preferred to con.
Dodson told the Tri-State Defend- tinue as Charlie Taylor because I
er how he had occupied himself did not expect to get a fair trial
and made his living during the time in Fayette county.
Who "turned him in?"
be was absent from Tennessee.
"1 hitch-hiked to Chicago and That is a question that Rev. Dodlived there for two years before son is unable to answer.
I moved to East St. Louis, Ill., He said there were several perwhere I remained until I was cap- sons in East St. Louis from layette county who knew he was wantlured last Fall," he said.
He changed his name to Charlie ed, but he did not believe they
Taylor and got a job as a night were responsible for his arrest.
fo r hisarrest.
watchman for one of the local phy- wereresponsible
'.s and was permitted to car- "There was one woman who was
0an
always after me to register and
pistol.
lived In a small house in the vote, and she may have become
rear of the one occupied by my suspicious ofme when I didn't.
But I told her that I was from
landlady.
"Last Fall 1 was looking out the Arkansas," Rev. Dodson said.
window and saw three or four He became sick last year, and
white men coming up the walk, while he was bedridden the doctor
1 had talked to one of them earl- for whom he worked applied for

and received welfare assistance
for him. He does not know whethCr that led to his arrest, though
it came shortly afterward.
During his spare time, Rev. Dodson said that he relived his memories, did not spend much time
reading the Bible, and rarely went
to church. He did not tell anyone
he .was a preacher.
Since his arrest Rev. Dodson has
complained about Africans threatening to kill him unless he returned to North Africa to preach.
Asked what they looklike and
how they talk to him, he said,
"They talk to me indirectly."
Ile said that he has not seen
them, but they have been in the
jail to talk with him.
"But whatever befalls, I am glad
to have been represented by such
a brave and forthright man as
Attorney Estes. He has not left a
stone unturned. This will be the
breaking of the day for this county.
for this is the first time that a
Negro lawyer has appeared in the
Fayette county court," he predicted.
As the jury filed out to deliberate
as to his guilt or innocence, and
determine his punishment, Rev.
Dodson said: "The hour of His
judgment is come."
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Estes Wins Applause
Handling Murder Case
SOMMERVILLE,Tenn. — "Dep-

Little did the student realize
that he would someday serve as
This headline captured the at- counsel for the defendant in the
tention of James F. Estes, a pre- very same case. But the undreamlaw student at Lane college in ed of event came about last week
when Atty. James F. Estes of
Jackson 19 years ago.
Memphis gained the grudging admiration of his opponents w h 0
had the odds in their favor: no
Negro tried for killing a white
man in Fayette county has ever
been acquitted.
A huge crowd of both Negroes
and whites packed the court every
day when word got around that a
Negro lawyer was appearing in
the case of Rev. Burton Dodson on
trial for the first degree murder
of Deputy Sheriff 0. B. Burrows.
According to residents, it was
ober of 1958, the first Negro
scene of the trial of the Rev.
Installation services were held
SIGN OF IRONY — This sign
since reconstruction days man.
Burton Dodson. Negro News.
hanging from the roof of a
recently in the Whitehaven com- the first time in the history of the
aged to get his name on the
men were threatened and in'
munity at the New Nonconnah MB county that a Negro lawyer has
store across the street
voter registration book
of
timidated as they sought to
church for the Hillriale Communi- argued any case in the Fayette
from Fayette county
Fayette county. Jri•State
carry out their assignments to
ty club officers. The new leaders county.
courthouse seems out of place
During his cross examination of
fender Photo by Pulley)
cover the murder trial. In Oct.
were installed by N. J. Ford.
in tension-gripped Somerville,
prospective jurors, Attorney Estes
Officers installed were:
asked all if they had objections
Rev. R. L. Jones, pastor of the to Negroes registering and voting,
church and new president; T. J. and only one replied that he had
Williams, vice president; Mrs. such objections.
Hathaway Redden, secretary; Mrs.
Elezar Williams, assistant secre- One elderly man asked a reporttary; Emmett Geeter, treasurer; er if the attorney was from WashN. T. Green, assistant manager; ington, D. C. When told that AtMrs. Mary Bell Williams, silver torney Estes was a native of Tenoffering treasurer; and Fred Wil- nessee, he was astonished a n d
liams, Mansears Alexander a n d said: "Just think of that. Boys
This is "happy hunting season" We'd like to know who they arc." He discovers also that the pay- Emmett Geeter, banking commit. from Tennessee can go places too."
Dements have been jacked up so tee.
for Spring rackets and it looks Mr. Morse told the Tri-State
EYEGLASS WEARERS
Ernest Scott, 31, has fender that these "hit and run op- high that it is only a matter of On the program also were
Prof. 'Two of three American adults
WASHINGTON — An estimated like James
before fore-closure.
time
flooding
be
Memphis
will
erators"
shots.
first
0. B. Johnson, organizer of the
405,000 workers are eligible for fired the
wear eyeglasses.
'BLACK DIRT'
r Madame G. S. M. Young, direct- , In conjunction with the finals, the special emergency payments
At least seven Negro women in now that Spring is here.
club, Prof. C. L. Mosley, master
of Gorine college announced this an institute will be sponsored to to persons without jobs that Memphis were taken in by Scott's "Home owners traditionally fix 5. The humus salesman who will of ceremonies and guest speaker
to- up and clean up in the Spring- knock on your door and offer fine, Charles F. Williams.
week that commencement exercis- help beauticians keep up with the President Eisenhower has just gimmick and handed over a
tal of $95.85 for "taxes" on sew- time." he said. "The home im- black dirt for your lawn at a reas- Refreshments were served by The Tri-State Defender Regrets
es will be held June 7 at 3 p. m. new trends in the field of beauty extended three months.
he told them provements swindlers know this onable rate per basket. You OK Mrs. R. L. Jones,
will feature Bill Simmons and Mrs.
Mrs. Willie B. The Errors In The Ad For WilThe bill, which will continue ing machines which
at Metropolitan Baptist church.
a and move right in with their glib the deal and when the hustler is
Whitefield and Mrs. Arthell Wil
The bill, which will continue they had won for answering
Gorine college was organized in
A reception will follow.
talk and their high pressure tac- through, he tells you he has spread
question.
test
simple
liams Shade And Awning Comworkenable
will
June,
York
New
through
of
both
Mable Lewis,
The victims forked over the tics. The home owner has really 100 baskets and you owe him $75.
city, as consultants. The Institute ers who have used up their regpany Last Week. We Invite Your
his
on
guard."
got
be
to
You
protest and he threatens eithular state benefit rights to re• cash and waited for delivery of
will run through June 10.
What are the swindles that are er you or your property so you ALUMLNUM USE
Attention To This Company's Ad
the sewing machines. They never
Gorine college was organiezd in ceive compensation.
come up with the money.
However, workers who lose arrived and Scott is being held likely to crop up?
On Page 11 Of This Week's IsGreenwood, Miss., in 1911 and was
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manuarrestwas
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moved to Memphis in 1919. It is their jobs after the bill
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ed Saturday night.
now located at 449 Beale at. A nonof the total weight of an automoprofit charter was obtained for the rolls for these special payments.
According to George Mors e, 1. Home improvement "repair. swamp mud or some chemical bile is aluminum.
waste which will damage your
dollars
million
91
1111P
11
78
of
total
A
the
school on March 26, 1955, and
Busi- men" who knock on your door and
Better
of
manager
general
offer to make any kind of repair lawn.
property was donated by its found- is expected to be drawn from
"there
Memphis,
of
Bureau
ness
that is obviously going begging. 6. Itinerant repairmen who will
er, Madame Gold Silver Morgan Federal funds for the duration
are probably lots of other women They will offer to repair your roof offer to fix your lawn mower or
Young who wished to provide edu- of this extension.
who got caught in this swindle. or your chimney or anything else. air conditioner or any other decation for future Goriners as well
The glib talking hustlers won't vice. This is the best way in the
as beauticians from other schools.
quote a price until "after we take world to give away your valuables.
The school is housed in two large
These men will offer to take your
a look at the job."
buildings, has a parking lot and
They "take a look" and make equipment to their "shop" for reextra land for expansion. Madthe "repairs" and hand you a bill pair and you will never see them
ame Young's daughter, Mrs. Alice
for a ridiculous amount. You pro- again.Your lawn mower or air
E. Westen, agreed to her donating
test — but pay and when it rains conditioner either.
the school as a memorial.
again, you learn to your horror HERE'S PROTECTION
"Our school has an excellent
that the roof is still leaking.
How do you protect yourself
from these vicious racketeers?
board of directors, Madame
GARDEN SUPPLIES
Young said, "and it will continue'
By ELIJAH WALLACE
1. Garden supply salesmen who Mr. Morse suggests two simple
sell all kinds of gardening equip- remedies. "First, negotiate only
to direct the school under the poliMADAM G. S. M. YOUNG
ment and seeds at "bargain" rates with businessmen and firms you
cies which I have established."
and who are miles away by the know are reputable." he advises.
Have you read the Melrose Retime you learn that the seeds will "Secondly, do not sign any kind
view, by Zola P. Burse? Review
never grow and the equipment is of contract until you have read
is a simi-gossip column which carit and are certain that you thodecidedly inferior.
ries a top ten and a city wide
3. Termite exterminators who roughly understand It. Never sign
personality feature.
promise to get rid of these pesky a blank contract."
Zola is a senior at Melrose High (Continued Prom Page 1)
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4. First mortgage loan racket- lish whether or not a business
In the Orange Mound area Is- the Tri - State Defender, four
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Hamilton high school.
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nomics cottage. The cottage was Forrest
Hancock, Serita Brown, Genevieve the "most vicious of all." These services are free of charge.
adorned with beautiful Spring flow- Christian Workers' Council in Lit- passtime organization.
Jones and Lana Taylor, were "note shavers" work in coopera- "When you are in doubt, call us;
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ers. Upon arriving the guests were tle Rock were: Rev. H. S. Cole- QUEEN CONTEST
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Afterwards all guests were seat- The Lincoln High school Home
tration with home improvement sal time to call us is before you make
contest consisted thugs spoke to them.
SI
ed in the dining area. Each table Economics department presented day, April 3. The
the
When they refused to answer men and often pose as building any kind of agreement. And rewas entered 'With beautiful j 0 n- last Friday, their annual Fashion I of 30 young ladies representing
their
putting
inspectors. They inveigle a home member, not all strangers a r e
groups.
them, the boys began
quits and a souvenir booklet of show, under the direction of Mrs.' city schools and civic
had to display arms around their necks. The girls owner into signing a blank con- crooks, but mint crooks are strangthe clubs' activity was placed for E. P. Shannon and Miss McCall. The contestants
and
ran
and
tract for a repair job.
away
and
charm
ers."
them
of
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amount
unusual
One-hundred and seventy girls an
each guest.
But the "contract" turns out to be
had to write the boys began chasing them.
Mrs. E. P Shannon, former pres- modeled the latest trends in fash- beauty. They also
how Memphis Miss Taylor ran to her home at a note and the hapless home ownident had charge of the Founders' ion which were made by the girls. speeches telling
C31 Jennette pl. and informed her er learns that he has put his sigDay ceremonies which were very Several vocal numbers were could be kept clean.
were:
father, John J. Taylor, Sr., that nature on a first mortgage paper.
beautiful and impressive. Six beau- also rendered by Eloretta Ford, Contest winners
GarLeMoyne
the other girls were still being
tiful white candles in stair step Ernestine Mosely and Robert Wise., Martha Little, of
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Up;" Lucille chased by the hoodlums.
order, arranged in a silverholder, An enjoyable evening was had by dena, "Miss Fix
Kennedy', of BTW PTA, "Miss He dressed hurriedly, got into
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meet started with Roy Wells said that the boys have appeared "We treadle the complete
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and Elijah Wallace taking first on the grounds of Booker T. Wash1) met at the lovely home of Ezzie Lee Jackson.
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:During the social hour the so- Clarence Burgess of 119 Mississipthose boys who does not attend
be- SENIORS CO STAG
cial committee had charge of the pi st., Ruby Yarnell Burgess
senior dance held at school but just hangs around on
annual
The
Deisko
Boyland.
of
bride
the
came
serv•
hostess
The
verious activities.
Rev. Herman Blair T. hunt gym. Friday night, on corners.
ea a delicious repast. The club Officiating was
Mrs. Mrown said that her daughApril 3, turned out to be quite an
adjourned to meet with Mrs. Doyle Lewbenn.
s- affair. The boys and girls went ter is afraid to walk the streets
leaefield. Mrs. Idella Partee, presi- The bridegroom, recently di
for fear she
charged from the Army, has gone stag. "It's the first time this has in the neighborhood
dent.
be molested again.
to California where he will be join- happened in years," said one of might
GUILD CLUB .
the boys
get
to
want
don't
"I
shortly.
the class advisors.
GUARANTEED NOT TO
The Thelma Burke Child a is d ed by his wife graduate
of Lin- Among the many boys and In trouble, but I think that they
Boyland,
of
Mrs.
home
the
at
met
sponsors
their
Blister, Peel or Mildew!
school is the reception- girls attending were Cliffoed Shel- should be made aware that they
High
coln
meeting
The
Barnett.
D.
L.
Mrs.
You Should Try
J. E. Burke.
by, Larry Webster, Foster Adams. cannot go around picking on peoWas presided over by the vice- ists for Dr.
Mrs. W. D. Jones an- Phyllis Hurst. Mocthea Raves, ple who are not bothering them.
president of the regular business, Mr. and
in
the marriage of their Benjamin Id. Fannie Bryant and "If there were more police
then the young girls entered into nounces
the area, perhaps the boys who
Frances. to Frank Shaw, Robert Wallace.
their social hour in which many daughter.
a alter Streidi
Herbert Streuli
Fellow.
advisors were Mrs. A. M. loiter would go somewhere else.
Happy
Senior
34C.
of
jr.,
played.
gimes were
334 Gayoso At Weep on JA 3-1626
wedding took place Sun- Roberts and .1. N. cunningliam. Putting your arm around a girl's
he hostess served a delicious The
And 1263 Hollywood 'ear Chelsea
6 p. m. at the home Music was furnished by Ben neck seems a very serious thing
cken salad plate with all the day, April 5.
to me," she said.
Branch.
of the bride.
mininge.
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Morehouse
Glee Club
Sets Concert

fr., carried hla two sou home to
live with him. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Starr of Sharon visited friends and
relatives in Rutherford last week

Tr -City
NEWS

end.
Fort Ca
M-Sgt. Lewis Ellis of.
bell, Ky., was home last wee
Wendell Whalum, a native Meminstall his family, Mrs. Ellis a
phian, will again direct the famed
daughter Shelia into their beautiful
Morehouse college glee club when
new borne off Churcr st. in Ruththe group appears at the Metroerford. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Agpolitan Baptist church, Walker and
new of Illinois, Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
McDowell at., Friday, April 17, at
Agnew and two nieces of Nash0.
P.
Mrs.
Jordan,
along with some of the city's out- 8 p. m.
CUMMINGS BAPTISTS
RELIGIOUS NEWS
Skinner
Lois
ville visited their parents, Mr.
Mrs.
Ellis,
Marjorie
Highlighting the Annual Women's standing artists. Mrs. Bernice Mr. Whalum is a Morehouse
Pratt,
Mrs.
Emphasis can certainly be plac-I
graduate and received his Master's
Mrs. Zeke Agnew.
Day celebration at the Cummings Stroud William is the directress.
ed upon religion in the news this' V. O'Daniel and Mrs. Imogene
degree in music from Columbia
Mrs. Dorothy Duncan and two
Burnette.
Street Baptist church, Sunday, will Plans are underway at the house university. He has
week.
Easter,
the
Sunday
being
done recent
Marjoria How•
parade was everything that could Others were Mrs. Juanita Smith, children, and Miss
be a much-anticipated address by of worship for Annual Women's study at the University of Iowa
week
naturally be expected. Spending Mr. Hollis Wynn, Rev, W. C. Rog- ard of St. Louis, Mo., were
Dr. Clara Brawner, a well-known day during the moth of June. Mrs. and is an accomplished organist.
Mr.
the day with hubby In hospital, ers, the Dyer CME choir, Miss end guests of their parents.
physician and worker in civic and Sarah Brown is general chairman. The Glee Club consists of 40
your scribe missed the main Rebecca Phillips, Miss Mamye and Mrs. Walter Howard, Mr. and
religious areas of our city. She Rev. H. C. Bunton is the minis- male voices with quartets and SOevents but all reports are perfect. Mitchell, Rev. A. J. Buckley and Mrs. Robert Howell, at., welcomserves a service-president of the ter.
Joists, and the accompaniment of
Mrs. Carrie Harris made her an- many, many more who offered ed their son, Mr. Robert Howell,
Bluff City Medical Society, a mem- MT. VERNON BAPTIST
piano and organ. The repertoire
nual pesentation of youth and chil- contributions in various ways. Jr., of Joliet, Ill., home over the
ber of the board of directors of the The Mt. Vernon Baptist Male ranges from the complicated works
den on parade with about 75 chil- Mrs. Elizabeth Holland had charge week end.
Pre-School Association of Memphis, chorus has in store for its aud- of Bach to the rhythmic harmondren appearing on program at the of the Book display. The West Ten- Mr. and Mrs. Harry Murrell and
a director of the Jesse Maham ience, Sunday, at 3 p. in. an un- ies of the Negro spirituals.
Dyer CME church.
nessee Annual Conference Mis- family, Mr. Sherman Moore and
Center and is head of the depart- forgettable program. Rev. Charles The group will also render a
Fairview Baptist church held sionary president, Mrs. Pearl Miss Clara Moore motored to Hickment of pediatrics at Collins Chap- B. Burgs of the New Hope Baptist variety of folk, calypso and conopen house Sunrise Services with Sims, graced us with her presence man. Ky., to see Mrs. Imogene
el hospital. Dr. Brawner is a mem- church will deliver the principal temporary works which display exall denominations in the city par- and contributed much to the meet- Busby of Indianapolis, Ind., who
ber of the Gospel Temple Baptist address. Furnishing the music will pressively the versatility of the
was home visiting with her husticipating. Breakfast was served in ing.
be the New Hope Male chorus, performers who command the atchurch.
the annex after services. Sunday Other prominent visitors were band's relatives there. Mr. Otha
tention of mule lovers wherever
Around the popular speaker, the and the New Hope Ensemble.
school closed with their Easter Mrs. Exie McCauley and Mrs. L. Pitts of Joliet and Mr. and Mrs.
ladies have planned quite an en- The public is invited to share they appear.
program and many of the com- M. Ewell of Union City, Mrs. T. Dan Carthell of Chicago motor d
joyable program. It will begin the Day with the Mt. Vernon Bap- The Rebecca club women of
munity's children made their ap- M. Smith and Miss Clark of, home for the week end to
at 3 p. m. with a social hour fol- tist church of 547 Mississippi, Metropolitan are sponsors of the
pearance.
blvd.
concert.
lowing in the Fellowship hall.
Dyersburg, Mrs. A. J. Bucidey and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Biggs
The Holy day was celebrated in Mrs. Smith of Paris, Miss Ethel other relatives.
The officers chosen to steer ac- NEW TYLER AME
members!
most of the surrounding churches Seets, District co-director of Youth Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robinson
tivities of the observation are Mrs. The New Tyler AME
ANN KIRK
with services being held at var. Work,Rev. N. C. Trent of Martin, of Chicago were week end guests
L. D. Buffort, general leader, Mrs. are busily making preparations for
ious hours during the day. Three Rev. C. W. Ward of Jones and of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mildred Townsel, co-leader, Mrs. their forth-coming Men's Day, Sun-1
day, April 28. Rev. Phillip EJ
in the afternoon was the hour for Johnson, Rev. W. D. Meriwether Algie Robinson. Mn. and Mrs. Will
Eddie B. Nelson, secretary a n d
Brooks of Featherstone C. M. E:
Hullum's Temple in Rutherford of Milan circuit. Members of any Barnett of Detroit, Mich., spent the
secPhillips,
assistant
Idella
Mrs.
and at Martin Tabernacle CME in of the participating churches were, week end in Trenton visiting reretary. Members of the various church will deliver the main ad-,
latives and friends. Messrs. RobTrenton and 6:30 p. m. was the not listed as visitors.
committees are Mrs. Cathryn R. dress at 3 p. in. A panel discus.
hour at the First Baptist in Tren- The Local Board, aside from ert Williams, Perry C. Williams
Johnson, Miss M. Christine Town- sion on "Who is Most Important in
ton.
those mentioned, included Mrs. A. and Herbert lioloman, Mesdames
id, Mrs. Helen L. Houston, Mrs. Church, alen or Women?" will b•
The C. P. church in Rutherford Jamison, director, Mrs. Erma Bertha Barham, Jeannette Blake
'
Savannah Reed, Mrs. Rosie B. another feature of the day.
had Easter Echo this Sunday, Ap- Wynne, Messrs. Eddie Ball, J. D. and Rachel Williams motored to
Temple, Mrs. Lucile Moore, Mrs. Oneof the activities leading up
ril 5,
Overall, Samuel Phillips and our Chicago to visit with Mrs. Martha
soul.
celebration
will
be
to
a
the
TatDora
Mrs.
Henderson,
F. L.
teen social circles too. She serves The Local Board of Christian newest addition Mrs. Carrie Ball. Holoman.
stirring sermon by Rev. C. Cher- WILMINGTON, Del. — George
By HATTIE HOUSB
um, and Mrs. Annie Jackson.
Hayfield, first Negro to move Into
ry o f First Baptist Binghampton.
.she grew as president of the Sputonettes. Education of the Dyer CME church All of us wish to thank you for Rev. and Mrs. V. C. Smith, Mr.
Others are Mrs. Jennie Davis, He will speak on Sunday, April It the Collins park area has decided Since she was five. .
us. and Mrs. L. V. Smith and Miss
her She is a member of the Ted Tay- was host to Area I this week in the very fine cooperation given
fleeted
as
the
years
and
to
call
it
Minnie
quits
after
saying that • • '
.
Mrs. L. C. Wilton, Mrs.
lor fan club and a proud WDIA a very timely Workshop featuring Week's total attendance — ap- JimmieThompson were in Dyersat 3 p. in.
Withers, Mrs. Edith Tuggle, Mrs. Mark May 17 on your calendar the decline of his garbage dispos- spiritual life flourished into worth- teen - towner. And, she still finds the subjects of Worship, Evange- proximately 157.
burg this week to visit Mr. Smith'S
Bernice Miller, Mrs. Frances Mc- ... for an exceptional presentation al business was the reason for his while responsibilities and charac- time for a few hours of part- lism and Christian Stewardship. FAMILY REUNION
Father, who is ill.
ter • building opportunities. Now,
Donald, Mrs. Emlie Harris, Mrs. by the Rust College a capella choir. proposed moving.
Churches
included in the area The home of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mrs. Lincoln O'Danilel has been
stands on time work on Saturdays.
Bulah Robinson, Mrs. Mary L. Tickets may be purchased from The ea-year-old- Rayfield and his 12 years later as she
were: Martin Tabernacle, Tren- Doaks, sr., was the setting of an a regular visitor to Dyer during
family had been steadily harrass- the threshold of adulthood she The active young lady resides ton Circuit, New
Jones, Mrs. Almeda Brewer, Mrs. any auxiliary of the church.
Hope, Mt. Zion, Easter week end family reunion the lengthy illness of his mother,
,The with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rutherford and
Carrie Ellis, Mrs. Mary Self and Rev. Robert McRae is the pas- ed by outbursts of racial demon- has an unshakable belief. '
Dyer C. M. E. and homecoming dinner. Among Mrs. Cordelia O'Daniel, Mr. O'Dan•
S.
Paul
Kirk
of
382
Wellington
needs
of
church
is
meeting
strations
the
since
moving
into
the
400
Mrs. Viola Branch.
churches. The interest was of such the many that attended the af- t& resides at Jackson and te.
tor.
at.
home suburban development last the young people".
Still more are Mrs. Debella TRINITY CME
that many persons from other de- fair we spied a Milwaukee conting- es in Paris. Mrs. Wallace Mc
Grandberry, Mrs. Dorothy Robin. The Kindergarten of Trinity C. Feb. 23. However, the business boy- The basis of this "faith in the Of the ardent''young religious nominations attended and made ent, Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Doaks, jr., has moved in the home with
r
worker, Mrs. Elizabeth Ann Young,
very fine contributions to the suc- and their son; Mr. and Mrs. Samson. Mrs. Ruthie M. Hall, Mrs M. E. church presented a pro- cott by his white customers was strives of the church" lies in the director
of religious education at
sister, Mrs. Alener Douglas in Oak
Youth program set up at Emmen.
Maud Craton, Mrs. Ida Wyman, gram culminating its Miniature the clincher.
cess of the meetings.
and
children,
a
n
d
Tripplett
mie
Emmanuel. says "Ann has a very
The Rev, C. D. McKelvy, pre- Mrs. Lela Sharp and her two at,- Mr. and Mrs.A. L. Overall
Mrs. Ethel Griffin, Mrs. Essie Wedding contest, Sunday, at the Mr. Rayfield is a laborer in the uel Episcopal church of 425 Cyn- pleasing
personality and is a fine
DuPont plant at Deepwater, N. J. thia pl.. where the amiable Miss
and sister Mrs. Flossie Dickey of
siding elder of the Brownsville dis- children.
Mae Trice, Mrs. Gertrude Turner, church.
young woman. I have known her
trict was ex-officiao of the Work- This group completed the Im- St. Louis, Mo., are here for the
Mrs. Partee Moone, Mrs. Ber- At 8 p. m., the membership and and said his main source of in Ann Kirk is a member.
weekend visiting relatives a n d
come was from a garbage removal There, her everyday activities for seven years. Her mere elec- shop with
other members of the mediate family. In conjunction with
tha Ballot, Mrs. I. Dyes, Mrs. Ar- friends listened to an interestfriends.
business he runs in his free time. are a part of the church's interest, tion to the Young People Service District Board,
tie G. Nelson, Mrs. Lome Brown, ing panel discussion on "Integraheaded by the Rev. this group of Milwaukeans were
League
of
Episcopal
the
churches T. M. Smith
too. In past years, the attractive
Mrs. IdeIla Lartigue, Mrs. Lucy tion in the Southland." Miss Betty
of Dyersburg, assist- Misses Mary and Eve Moore, Mes- We are all happy to see Henry
lass hurried to the Youth Center of Memphis gives one and insight ing.
Morton Mrs. M. Harris, Mrs. Shannon, a Manassas High school
srs. L. C. (Pete) and Charlie Reed home from Kennedy General
into
her
lovely
personality."
in
the
parish house after school on
The Rev. William Smith, episco- Moore, sisters and brothers of hospital in Memphis where he unDasie Pewitt, Mrs. Kars, Worrell, student, was moderator.
The
pastor,
Rev.
James
Thursdays
where
she
socialized
pal director of Christian Educa- Mrs. George H. Doaks and fami- derwent two operations. Mrs. Clara
Mrs. Carrie Jackson, Mrs. Essie Sunday. a Post-Easter Fashion
with friends while learning dif- Rudder, who recently took on du- tion of the First Episcopal Dis- ly and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hard- West spent Easter holidays in
Mae Tice, Mrs. Annie M. Brew- Revue will be held at the church.
ferent art crafts and games un- ties as pastor, there, says "From trict was the chief resource per- in and family, brother and sister Memphis with her son and wife,
er, Mrs. Ruthie Mae Burs. and Rev. J. Blade and Miss
Maggie
der the close supervision of the what I have heard, Miss Kirk has son of the sessions, Dyer feels of Mr. Doaks. The grandchildren Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey West. Many
Mrs. A. Nelson.
McDowell are the superintendents.
director. Now that she is of ano- performed creditably."
proud to know that we had the and the nephews
and nieces local citizens attended the funeral
Rev. J. L Varnado Is the mini.- Miss Gloriadean Hentrel is the
ther age-group, Miss Kirk meets Miss Kirk's philosophy la . . presence of such a fine person were given a thrill with an Easter of the late Prof. H. McVay of Miter.
The Memphis - Shelby county her
chairman.
regular
church
attendance
en, who passed away last week
and
pals
every
other Wednesday
to work with us and others in the Egg hunt in the afternoon.
CHRISTIAN SERVICE
Final plans are being laid for chapter of the National Foundaparticipation help one to get along area feel that they, too, received
in Jackson-Madison County hosa IN AND OUT
The Christian Service club will the start of revival at the house tion was disapointed last week at after Lent at the canteen in the with
others. And, to this she ad- blessing by having listened to him. Messrs. Floyd Wyatt, jr.. and pital.
hold its Annual Club day program of reverence at the end of the what they considered "apathy and center. They play cards, dance, ded when
asked. . . .how had Some of the workers include James Nolan of Indianapolis, Ind., Prof. McVay was well known
mooch popcorn and delight in a
Sunday, April 19, at the Hyde Park month.
indifference" on the part of the
refreshing "wash down" by ice church helped her to prepare for Prof. E. L. Wynne, Prof. Daniel were home for the Easter week through the state for his work both
New Light Baptist church. The Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel is
public. Insurance cold soft
the
the unprotected
responsibilities and problems Davis, Prof. Nathaniel Penn, Mrs. end visiting their parents, Mr. and in the fields of religion and edudrinks.
sanctuary is located at 725 S. Her- pastor.
against polio was offered, but
of approaching adulthood. . ."I Farrah Ivie, Mrs. Lucy Overall, Mrs. Floyd Wyatt, Mrs. Wyatt be- cation. He was a teacher in the
nando at. One of the groups to
there were comparatively few tak- Then there's the cookie sale. learned how to pray."
The
youths get together either at
Mrs. Carrie Harris, Mrs. H. De- ing a hospital patient. Mr. Wyatt, Carroll Co. system.
'ender music for the occasion will
ers.
their homes or church and "whip
be the Christian Women chorus.
During a four - day period, only
up
a
batch"
of
cookies
to
finance
/,122 persons availed themselves
' Mn. Bettie Dotson is the presi- COLLINSVILLE, Calif. —
dent. The reporter is Mrs. Ethel —Thousands of San Francisco Bay of the opportunity to get the Salk their various projects. The cookies
are
sold
after
services
on
area
residents caused a traffic vaccine shots at seven centers. On
Webb.
MT. OLDIE CATHEDRAL CME jam here Sunday white visiting Morris 30 there were 97 to receive Sundaye. As the modest Miss
Spotlighting services a tMt. Ol- California's newest tourist attrac- vaccine at Douglass high school: spoke of this endeavor, she seem
ive Cathedral, Sunday, will be a tion—this town, which floods each on March 31, 76 at Collierville ele- to be reliving many happy hours
musical at 3 p. in. The U. A. John- time the Sacramento River has mentary and 92 at Mt. Pisgah sent during thi worthy and wholehigh schools: on April 1, there some activity.
son Memorial choir will present it high tide.
were 399 at Porter Junior high and On the other aspects of the
160 at Alonzo Locke elementary church work, Miss Kirk speaks
just as enthusiastically. She is
schools.
Clinics will be held this week reporter of the junior choir and
at Manassas high school at 781 a member of the Young People
Firestone ave. and Shadowlawn at Fellowship. She has taught Sun4734 Shadowlawn in Ellendale on day school and helped with the
Thursday evening, April 9, from Vacation Bible school.
7 until 9:30 p.m. and on Friday Ann's interests in religious work,
evening, April 10, during the same Is not lacking in scope, either. For i
hours at the Neshoba elementary t has led her to two conferences
school at 7772 Poplar pike, Ger- in Mt. Eagle, Tenn. as a repremantown.
sentative of her church.
Only those persons who can af- Her recent election to the Young
ford to will be required to pay People Service League of the Episcopal churches of Memphis as sec"Then one of the twelve, call- history of the cause of Christ has the one dollar fee per shot.
ed Judas Iscariot, went unto the been a history noted for its re- All doctors, nurses and volun- retary is but another tribute to
teers
are
giving
many
hours
of
Chief priests a n d said unto making of men. No other agency
the youth's splendid development
them, "What will ye give me, has equaled the cause of Christi- their time in an effort to stamp into a well - rounded personality.
and I will deliver Wm unto you? anity in its benefits to mankind. out polio.
Here. Miss Kirk says "I get unand they covenanted with him
derstanding of how to work with
The cause of Christ moving
for thirty pieces of silver."
into the hearts of mankind has
all peoples. We are knee deep
been the mother of great churchin plans that will afford all EpisMatt. 26:14;15
LavyerToSpeak
es.great schools and great men.
copalians of Tennessee a chance
Each Easter season and each The agencies have all made conto gee St. Mary Cathedral of 892
time I read this particular portion tributions and noble contributions tif
II
Poplar, ave. here.
of the scriptures, one big ques- to man. What then is the indebtedMiss kirk is a senior at Booker
tion stands before me, "WHAT IS nese of man to Christ for all the
T. Washington high school where
THE PRICE OF YOUR JESUS?" benefits we now enjoy?
she could easily win the title of
worth only 30 pieces of silver. A
Years ago the old Psalmist ask- FORT VALLEY, Ga. — Atty. Miss Secretary in the school's popmoney-minded man placed His val- ed, "What then shall I render unto William M. Matthew of Atlanta ularity contest.
She is secretary/
ue at only 30 pieces of silver.
God for all of His goodness to will address the Fort Valley State of the Glee club, assistang secre-/
Now 2,000 years removed one me? The same question arises to- college student body under the tary of the
senior class and secwonders what is the value placed day. "How much does Jesus really auspices of Phi Beta Sigma fra-I retary
of her home room. She is
upon Jesus. During these years mean to each of us?" What then ternity Wednesday, April 22 at!
a representative to the school's'
the cause of Christ has been is your price tag on Jesus? I won- Noon. Nathaniel H. Lee, president Beautiful
Committee, also.
bought with blood, sweat and tears. der that as we look at our daily of the college's Phi Beta Sigma'
Upon graduation. • .the dewey
Men have died in the arenas, on benefits can we say in terms of fraternity chapter, announces.
eyed damsel plans to enter Tennescrosses, been stoned to death and pieces of silver exactly how much Atty. Matthew, speaking upon
see State university and purat the hands 0 brutal mobs. All Jesus means to us. We are all fully the fraternity's observance o sue
a course in dress designing.
of this for the cause of Christian- aware of the fact that when we "Bigger and Better Business Her chosen
vocation is an outity The whole cause of the Christ- make a real evaluation of what Week," will address the Fort Valgrowth
of one of her three hobian movement has been one of Jesus actually means to us we Icy State college convocation from
bies,
sewing.
The other two are
blood and suffering. Men in all can not stop and think in terms the theme, "Negro
Business and singing and swimming.
walks of life have satisfied them- of dollars and cents.
Economic Solidarity.''
Miss Kirk is well • liked in
selves to make all types of sacri- The same men of our day and
fices that the cause might not die. generation rise up in the words
The same thing that has helped of the great hymn and says in
the cause to remain alive so far "He's All and All to Me." In the
Is still present with us today.
same token of thinking the more
The whole cause of Christ has brilliant one's mind the greater
been undimmed by all that has value he places upon Jesus. In the
happened through the years. I n final analysis to one who really
spite of all the criticism heaped appreciates all that Jesus has
upon it Christianity still stands out done and continues to do for him
as the sole agency for the real day by day we are not proned to
benefit of mankind. When evaluat- want to sell him for such a small
ed In terms of all the other ag- amount as Judas did. Thirty pieces
encies that have been beneficial of silver will never bring about
to mankind the Christian cause is any consideration for us as we try
far ahead of alt of these. Many to arrive at a real value of Jesus.
of us would like to think in terms The real value of Jesus becomes
of what education, economics, so- more and more meaningful to each
cial standing, and the like have of us when we sit down and count
meant to mankind but all of these our countless blessing we receive
fall into the area of insignificance day by day and year by year.
when placed beside what religion As these blessings become more
and Christ has meant to men
and more pronounced our appreChrist has given solace when all ciation of Jesus constantly goes up.
others have failed, Christ has giv- The whole thing ends up in the
es joy when joy could not be, fact that the more meaningful Jefound elsewhere; Christ has give& sus becomes to us the greater valhope when all other .doors of hop* ue we place upon Him. The only
have been closed. Christ has step- people who do not think in terms
ped late the lives of people when of high cost of Jesus are those
AT STORES
all °thee agencies have failed and who are too weak to realize His
TRY Vie* YleitGaR TODAY
EVERYWHERE
made of them new people. Thel godness to them.
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QUALITY STAMPS ARE
THE GREATEST FOR THOSE
ESSENTIAL "EXTRAS" AND
••
ALSO FOR GIFTS
BRING US COUPON NO. 4 THAT YOU RECEIVED IN
THE MAIL. COUPON NO. 4 SHOULD BE REDEEMED
THIS WEEK FOR 100 VALUABLE QUALITY STAMPS.
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HARRY BELAFONTE a n d
Joan Bontaine, appear roman.
tically (in a fashion) in a scene

Dot Dandridge carry on In hp
terraclal romances In "Island."

Let's Hope PorgyW Bess'
Plan Does Not 'Backfire'

to see Henry
.nedy General
where he unis. Mrs. Clara
holidays in
on and wife,
, West. Many
d the funeral
ilcVay of Miiy last week
County bop

well known
his work both
ion and oda,
.
.acher in the

from the picture "Island In
The Sun." Both Belafonte and

JUANTTA MOORE who plays a
mother in pix "Imitation Of
Life" caresses Lana Turner
who seems more disturbed over

Juanita's plight at being scorn.
ed by her octoroon daughter,
played by Susan Rohner, than
Miss Moore does.

s 6 they sayB

DOROTHY DANDRIDGE In
one of the rare scenes in an

Interracial film fights off advances of Stuart Whitman who

attempts to caress her.

New
Iklalonte's
Wrinkle
_ Almost Solves 'Problem'

AL MONROE
Not exactly a gamble, some say, j taxed customers $3.50 for ducats
Harry Belafonte, who like Sid- one will have Gloria Grahame cast inents that allows one to read he.
I
all-sepia
for
an
unique
most
but
while "The 10 Commandments" WHATEVER SAMMY DAVIS RIVAL Daniels is now In class of ney Poitier, has often said he'd opposite the calypso and folk sing- tween the lines and think
what is
cast picture. In fact only few pic- take at door was a slightly lower Jr., may have said about Frank Eddie Cantor as dad with the like seeing Hollywood present Se. ing king.
meant by the "alleged" contact
tures have been able to enter the
plans
as
individuals
and
not
as
This
Is
not
the
first
such
film
SIDmostest
(children).
WITH
POPbetween
must
feel
THE
Harry
Sinatra
one
and
the
females.
Broadway pix scene under such $IX
Negro artists playing Sepia roles effort involving interracial ro- All in all Harry's romancing in
taxation at box office. "Around the Current plan calls for pix to be ULAR "Mr. Wonderful" did not NEY POITIER unable to witness will have his wish soon.
mance Belafonte has starred in. the films have been more a matWorld" and "South Pacific" both shown once a day at 830 p.m. Intend the remarks the way they "Oscar Awards" Monday it meant In fact he has already seen one It is however, the most
frank, of ter of "gradual entry." Maybe the
were taken, by the listening pub- that ohly two reigns, Johnny Ma.
with matinees Wednesdays, Satursuch
production
in
which
he
both
any
he's done in the past. In "Is- next film will show actually rolic (his radio audience) or Frankie this and Sammy Davis, Jr., were
stars and shares in the production land in The Sun," made abroad mancing between the races. When
days and Sundays. This price range himself if charges accredited to
present at the 31st annual awards
is set for Warner theatre where pix the Sinatra are his. THEN TOO ceremonies. 'T W AS SECOND end in the release of "The World, Harry appeared as a sort of ad- that comes wonder what will Je
Flesh
and , the Devil" in which he mirer or one admired with Joan the score, boxoffice wise? W
Is due to open late in June. How- WHATEVER else one can say STRAIGHT for Mathis who sang
appears opposite Mel Ferrer and Fontaine. In each instance (Pic- just have to wait and see. Hoever it is rumored that Sam Gold- must be summed up in the remark
one
of
the
nominated
songs
last
"Sugar"
Stevens. This one is due ture) Harry was the sought after wood "Brass" is determined
wyn seeks two other houses to "Davis is very sorry for having
to hit the screen soon. A few who found reasons to hold back to rush the issue. However,
make a three-way opening spec. said anything at all on the broad- year.
• ••
months later a second Belafonte for racial reasons. There, is of thing must be said for Belafonttacular of "Porgy's" arrival on
cast that mentioned Sinatra. — SARAH VAUGHAN'S Is top starrer (now being made) will bit course, some interracial romance
the big stem.
come
interracial
AS TO THE Jerry Lewis side of name in show appearing at local the nation's screens under the title in all three pictures. No kissing or H
p
picture
iec
thas
marquees
qwuetthes
Reason some critics are calling the falreup why not just let it go
Regal
theatre
April
10
to
of
"Odds
16th.
Against Tomorrow." This embracinl but suggestive mothe $3.50 ticket plan a gamble is as "the cracks of a comedian?"
TWO OF TOP supporting artists
unique. They feel that should plc.
• ••
it
returns"
"early
based
on
are
Redd
Foxx
and
James
And
Moody
SEE
By HILDA
tore fail to draw as well as Gold.
Is quite evident that "Imitation of wyn thinks it will at this scale the LISTENING TO Jerry Lewis, as LIONEL HAMPTON and Buck
, Whatever television is doing to Life," will enjoy the same type quick switch to lower prices would we did at the Chez Pares one Clayton, slated for spots on Benny
movie theatres is something for of boxoffice victory. The picture's be in form of a backfire.
wonders if he's sincere in tome Goodman telecast Friday were
Hollywood to worry about but there several weeks run at Roosevelt
of the things he says about "long both members of Benny's well recritics and pessimists make
is a ray of hope for those in Hol- theatre in Chicago's loop has been Such
they are not predict- hair singers" AND THE PRIZE- membered sextet at one time or
lywood who have backed interra- near phonomenal. And the same it plain that
film will not draw as ex- FIGHTERS turned stage. ONLY another. —ELLA FITZGERALD!
may be said of its stay on the ing the
cial films to the hilt.
pected but rather thinking of the SUCH WELL known gents in the who also on the show was not with' "Imitation Of Life," the picture ; representative said that this policyl problem. It has been found, he
In every instance where films Broadway and Hollywood strip situation factually. "There is no latter group we know are Sugar Benny but is his selection for starring Lana Turner and featur- has been adopted for purely comdeclared, that white southerners
with mixed casts have hit the stems.
guarantee that any picture will Ray Pobjeson and Rocky Grail. the show's top vocal spotlighting.I ing the talents of Sandra Dee, Jua- mercial reasons and not to avoid avoid films that are advertised all
scene the boxoffices have clicked Another interracial pix rated as draw as expected," they point out. a. WONDER IF Jerry was re. THE SHAPELY ONE who has! nita Moore and many others is i any conflict on the
segregationl dealing with the race problem.
from premiere in the major thea- tops boxoffice is "Night Of Quar- However, as anyone who knows ferferring to them when making night club patrons whistling afterj doing okay at boxoffices but troutres to reruns in neighborhood ter Moon," starring Julie London,
his
ble
is
facing
it
cracks
about
such
singers
and
from
other
night
at
angles,
Roberts
Penhouse
is
Jean'
Goldwyn will tell you the
John Drew Barrymore and Nat Sam
houses.
producer himself is the least wor- artists? HARLEM CATS are say- Vegas, wife of show's sar, Redd many of them minor of course.
Strangely enough the "mixed" King Cole and featuring James ried of anyone over chances the ing Joe Louis took on not only a Foxx, if you wolves wish to know. As espected newspapers in Dixie
films have done far better, box- "Home of the Brave" Edwards. film might now prove success he wife but a golfing partner by re- THE "PREACHING" stunt Bill are refusing to carry the adveroffice wise, than the top all Se- Theatre chains were bidding for hopes it will.
mote control. JUST what is meant Kenny had in his night club act tisement sent out showing the picpia releases. Of this latter group, this one long before it was releashas been dropped and all for the ture interracial. That was to be
film was completed at a your guess is as good as ours.
"St. Louis Blues" one of the most ed. The same can be said of sev- The $7,000,000 and Sam Gold- ONLY THING WE know about better—GUY WITH
VOICE like expected. However the picture is
cost of
highly publicized because of the eral other films with mixed casts.
Bill's needs no gimmick to make being shown in these same parts
would hardly have chanced golf it is an expensive habit.
numerous top names in the cast However, there figures to be an wyn staggering sum on a picture
•
•
•
his performance a standout. DOR- of the nation, Mississippi and a
such a
proved to be the weakest. Fact exception in the all-Sepia "Porgy
Sonny Rollins, the award-win- entiveness and distinction. Rollins
wasn't certain would be a hit. BILLY DANIELS who knew his OTHY DANDRIDGE plans to be few others excepted.
he
on
released
be
soon
to
artists
Bess"
'N
such
included
cast
its
that
Mike Todd made the gamble and wife was in Lebanon Hospital abroad only two months but the However even in Pittsburgh, one ning tenor saxophonist and jazz has performed with many large
as Nat King Cole, Pearl Bailey, Broadway at the unprecedent
and so did Cecil B. DeMille. awaiting arrival of baby did not decision is her own. SHE paper, the "Press" has asked that composer, has become affiliated and small jazz combinations, and
Eartha Kitt, Mahalia Jackson, ticket scale of $3.75 top. From all won
taking a chance on the family learn until eight hours after HAS BEEN offered a television lines like "The Color Line Won't with Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI) is currently leading his own small
Cab Calloway and others meant advances information received so So
Stop Me, Ma. I look, I feel and as a writer, licensing the public
jewels would not be. too big a risk
very little at the boxoffices it far this will be a mocker at bax- if you choose to wager on "Porgy child's birth that girl had "arriv- show covering 10 weeks should she think White. And I am going to performance of his compositions group. Recorded examples of his
ed."
PHONE
TROUBLES
handirow.
decide
booking
to
stay
over
along
there
and
office and
would seem.
playing and compositions are avail'N Bess" making the grade and in capped hospital in reaching Billy accept.—SHE WON'T. There is a pass for White," be dropped from through that organization.
The other all Sepian'production, Incidentally what goes for "Por- a big way.
the advertising. In other cities this One of the most influential of able on Bluenote, Contemporary,
who
was
in
Europe
at
time
of
little
matter
of
a
to
made
wedding
June
failed
that
likewise
item
the
gy 'N Bess" is
"Anna Lucasta"
contemporary jazz soloists, he was Mercury, MGM, Prestige and Ribaby's birth. — WITH THIS AR- 30 back here in states you know. particular line is okay. However born
create the attention producers fig- "Oklahoma" such an attraction—
Theodore Walter Rollins in verside records,
its original endin read "And I
ured it would. This one with Sam- music and singing of the stars.
am going to marry White" which New York City ort September 7, Among Sonny Rollins' composi•
my Davis, Jr.. Earths Kitt and Sam Goldwyn's adaptation of the
1029.
His early musical training tions, all licensed by BMI, are
was nixed from the ads.
Rex Ingram casted loomed "name music score in "Porgy 'N Bess"
was on piano, beginning at the "Airegin," "St. Thomas," "Blue
Such
objections
were
expected
remarkable
released.
is one of the most
sational" when it was
from certain quarters, especially age of nine. In 1948, after he had 7," "Way Out West," ''Doxy,"
However it did just fair in Chi- spotlightings that has ever been
played the alto sax in high school "Movin' Out," "Strode Rode,"
in Dixie.
Gershwyn
It
Broadway.
accorded
a
George
and,
on
cago's loop
and attended the New York School "Valse Hot," "Tenor Madness,"
For sections of the south where
raised no particular "cain" on Chi- scare. The music alone stands to
of Music, he switched to the tenor and his extended work "Freedom
the segregation issue is highly concago's southside or New York's make "Porgy 'N Bess" a film The Kingfish wins $200 in a dog
saxophone, an instrument he con- Suite," recently recorded on RI.
troversial. Universal has a differ- tinues to
long to be remembered. This fig- food contest, on CBS Radio's
Harlem.
play with increasing in- verside.
ent advertising campaign. The U
On the other hand the mixed ures to carry it along at a pace "Amos 'n' Andy Music Hall"
Then
Ones"
Sepia
films.
Defiant
other
all
denied
films including "The
Thurday, April 9 at 7:05-7:30 p.m.,
with Sidney Poitier, Tony Curtis belatedly there is the soon to be EST. The dog food people ask him
and Clara Williams to name three, released Harry Belafonte star -er to pose for an advertising camhave done very well. The film hav- "The World, Flesh and The Devil" paign and, much to his surprise.
ing played Broadway, Chicago's a most unique film. It is the first he has his picture taken with a
loop and the Hollywood strip is to be attempted with a Sepia male
still going great in neighborhood cast opposite a non-Sepian female Dane.
sten
theatres•
The current flood of sepia plc- 1 Of course Hollywood occasional.
tures may well be termed silver ly came up with an all-Negro film
clouds after the storm as well as that
appeared in some major theaimprovements over the oldies.
Back in the twenties a number tres on Broadway and in Chicago's
of all sepia pictures were released loop. One such film was "Hallebut mostly for houses that catered lujah" starring Nina Mae McKinto Negro trade. Most of them were ney and Daniel Haynes. King Viproduced by independent setups,
leading one of which was the Os- dor went into Harlem cafe circles
car Micheaux "studios." Then for talent for this one. It enjoyed
there were the films that were a fair run, mostly in all Negro
produced by independents who houses.
were able to rent studios along the Later Hollywood came up to two
Hollywood strip. Players like Ralph modern editions that proved fair
Cooper, Lena Horne and a few attractions. They were "Cabin in
other Harlem greats were featur- The Sky," and "Stormy Weather."
ed in the latter pictures. Micheaux, Such greats of the theatre and
on the other hand "made" his stars night club circuits as Lena Horne,
by picking up cafe people and any- Ethel Waters, The Nicholas Brothone else who were interested in ers, the Berry Brothers, Cab Calworking for his price.
oway, Eddie "Rochester" AnderThe late Micheaux produced son. to name a few carried the
more "finds" than anyone ever major roles in "Cabin" and "Storconnected with film making.
my Weather." Incidentall>., all the
It is a matter of record that he above Hollywood shots followed
selected the night club at Chica- "Hearts In Dixie," starring Clargo's Grand hotel where he lived ence Muse which was perhaps the
mc,m
on
set
at
batting
l}10$411
Of
ing
of
"Night
The
%rubeQuarter
Rev
during his visit to the Windy City first all-Negro movie to came out S
rE
00Rn.draiagahht.trwho
NAT KING COLE,
plUaS
r
yA
s Ntheb:,:itt:
Life" hears from "Sandra
accepting racial barriers nil
studios during break in shootMoon." June London is the and cast het' as star of one of of Hollywood bidding for places in
Dee," daughter Of Lana Turner
of
ny and Louis Armstrong are
not trying to escape bir,"pan. female lir in this flicker.,
Jaws& wore in "Imitation Of
his movies. „.
Use larger theatres' sun.
life.
Facts
of
about
:be facts
ing."
, Taking pages from the books of
Mike Todd's (Around The World in
/10 Days); Cecil DeMille ("Ten
Commandments") and the various
Cineramas Sam Goldwyn is slating $3.75 ticket scale for "Porgy
risi Bess.

'Imitation Of Life,'
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Still Going Strong
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DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a S. Wabash ave., Chicago, Ill.
•••
widow 39, very lonely for true
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am infriendship and a companion. 1
hoee you can help me. I am look- terested in meeting a young lady
ing for a man between 37 and 50 between 25 and 30, 5 feet, 6 inches
who likes dances, sports and mov- tall, 145 lbs. Color does not matter
ies. I am 5 feet, 3 inches tall, and she must be willing to come
170 lbs. and have no children. to Buffalo very soon. 1 am self
Those not sincere need riot write. employed. Would like to hear from
Mrs. M. E. Harris, 3215 W. Fil- girls who have fairly good schooling. Will answer all letters. Mr.
more st., Chicago 24, III.
W. S., c-o L. Price, 213 Spring
•• e
st., Buffalo, N. Y.
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am
•••
writing you seeking your help in DEAR
MME. CHANTE: I am a
*MY pa) WA PUT UP A SCRAP
014finding a companion, preferably young man, light
brown complex• LIKE 'IrNAT Fort JuST FIFTY CENTS
Jamaican. I am 42, dark complex- ion, pleasant
AFTER 'ME -14.11ZEE HuNDR.E'D
features. Would
ion, 5 feet, 10 inches tall, 160 like to correspond
with young latbs. I am well mannered, nqat and dies between
601 tr.) MY S110E1
25 and 35 years old.
clean, have a good education and I will answer
all letters and excharacter. My hobbies are writ- change photos.
C. Kimbrough, 6237
ing, poetry, music of all kinds and S. Evans ave., Chicago 37,
lit.
sports. Would prefer a woman 30
•• •
to 40, loyal, a good talker, single DEAR MME CHANTE:
I airs
or widowed and one who desires very lonely —
was once engaged
the better things in life. I will ex- but the fellow was killed
in the
change photos and will faithfully service. I don't have anyone
to
answer all letters promptly. James write to. I am
20 years old and
E. Kenney, 116 N. Ingraham ave., have
been lonely for quite some
Travares, Fla.
time. My heart has been broken
• ••
about three times. I pray for a
DEAR MME CHANTE: I have nice Air Force boy to
write me.
been reading your corner for many Loretta Janet Johnson,
3,31 S. 20th
years. I am a widow and I have at., Middlesboro, Ky.
two boys, 4 and 7. Would like very
much to meet a nice man between
26 and 37, 6 feet 4 to 6 feet, 6
Inches tall weighing around 200
pounds and must like children. I
am 24, weigh 139 lbs., medium
brown complexion. Would like to
marry soon. Mrs. K. I. Gilmer,
3024 Whitney M., Detroit, Mich.
•••
PRINCETON, N. J. — In 3 open occupancy housing develop- in building integrated housing.
DEAR MME CHANTE: Maybe move described as "practical
ac- ments in this locality, was formed.
2. Building integrated housing ityou can help me as you have tion within the community,
rather The Rev. straughan L. Gettier, self where necessary.
others. I am 32, 5 feet 5 inches afar,"Poeiancti
than
hofthergeesrtdent
at evils
pes who with the Revs. Anderson and
3, Buying land and apartment
tall, 158 lbs. I would like to hear
ng the fin
Bodo, was among the, first mem- houses for integrated living. Morfrom ladies between 18-30 who are tors in Princeton
who is a mean- bers of the housing group, em- ris Milglam, president
of MCD,
looking for a good man to marry. her of the Princeton
Pastors Asso- phasizes that its success was due is executive vice•president
of ConE. M. Harris, 5039 S. Indiana ave., ciation has invested
as an indivi- in large measure to the fact that cord Park Homes, Greenbelt
Chicago, Ill,
dual in the common stock of Mod- it transcended
denominationa
l
Knoll,
Princeton
Housing Asso• ••
ern Community Developers, Inc., boundaries, and from the very ear- ciates and Prospect
Construction
DEAR MME CHANTE: I would 84 Nassau St., Princeton, N. J.,
liest
stages,
involved
lay
people
Corp.,
all
in
the
field of intelike to hear from deaf mute girls the first national firm dedicated
in crucial roles.
grated housing.
A member of Alpha Kappa Al- Service% Bolletin and The Apache a
teacher at F. D. Moon Junior between 25 and 45. Many deaf to integrated housing exclusively.
THREE PHASE PROGRAM
pha sorority, Mrs. Gorham served Sentinel official publications of the high school and chairman
Among the members of the
of the mutes feel people do not want to Seven faiths are represented in
Modern Community Developers, Board of MCD are Frank C. Monas editor-in-chief of The Ivy Leaf, Armed Forces Special Services F. D. Moon unit of
the Oklahoma be bothered with them since they the group of eleven,
Inc.,
dedicated
is
to combating tero. vice president; David H.
the sorority's national publication Division Service Command Unit City classroom
Teachers' associa- are handicapped. I am deaf. 39, 5 .We do not take this step as a
residential segregation through a Scull, chairman; Dean Chamberfrom 1946 to 1949.
1922. She also served as publicity tion. She is also president of the feet, 7 inches tall, 145 lbs., single,
Professionally, Mrs. Gorham assistant to the Post Public Rela- Oklahoma City Urban League brown eyes, black hair, brown com- symbolical demonstration, but ma- three-phase program. This is:
lin, treasurer; Jackie Robinson;
user as practical action to end seg- 1. Lending funds and guidance Maynard
has had a wide experience. Prior tions Officer at Fort Huachuca. Guild and serves
Krueger, Max Delson
as journalist of plexion. David L. Bunion, 1589 regation in housing" The Rev. to
builders and groups interested and William Hooper.
to accepting a position with the HAMPTON INSTITUTE
the local chapter of Jack aad Jill Glendale ave., Detroit 38, Mich. Richard H. Luecke, Church of
the
Oklahoma City Public Schools, she
Prior to World War II, Mrs. Gor- of America, Inc.
• ••
Messiah (Lutheran), president of
wag executive editor of the mili- ham was assistant director of pub- The
1950-60 Fellows who coins DEAR MME CHAN'rE I am a the Princeton Pastors Association,
tant Black Dispatch, Oklahoma lic relations and part-time instrucfrom 13 states will engage in study young man of 24 who would like stated,
City Negro weekly. Before com- tor of Journalism at Hampton In- at nearly
a dozen universities very much to meet a nice young "Evidence
of the gap between
ing to Oklahoma City she was stitute, Hampton, Va. She went to throughout the
WHITE PLAINS, N. Y. —
United States or in lady. I am 5 feet 10 inches tall, churchly resolutions
and their
iowships totaling approximately managing editor of The Oklahoma Hampton from Kansas City, where internships at network broadcast- weigh 155 lbs., light brown cointranslation
into
action is all too
she was a bureau news editor re- ing centers. All of the Fellows are plexion. black hair, black eyes and
$100000 have been awarded by
abundant,"
he
continued.
"Churchporter and feature writer on The expected to follow individual study considered to be nice
The Funds For Adult Education
looking. I ly resolutions break down when
Call.
to 18 individuals associated with
and practice programs designed am a college graduate, and I now the church
does not involve itself
During her fellowship year at by themselves for their own im- work In the post office. Would
mass communications for study
Stanford, Mrs. Gorham will be ac- provement and professional up- like to meet a young lady between in practical steps toward their imand training to broaden and libplementation.
It is time that men
companied by her 10-year.old son, grading. The Director
eralize their knowledge and inof the 21 and 23, about 5 feet, 5 inches
good will of all faiths get busy
Darryl Theodore, who will be en- Fund's mass media fellowships tall, weighing between 125 and 130 of
crease their skills.
to reach ethical goals such
as
rolled as a pupil in the Stanford award program is Robert J. Blak- I would like for her to live in ChiC. Scott Fletcher, president of
equal housing opportunity for all,
University Laboratory school.
the Fund, made public the names
ely. Ronald Shilen is the Execu- cago. Will answer all letters. Bil- through non-church
agencies formThe Gorham reside at 2049 NE tive Secretary. Inquiries and re- ly Vernon, 8641 S. Wabash, Calof 14 men and 4 women who reed for these purposes."
17th Street in Oklahoma City. A quests for applications for
ceived grants. One of the four
the cago 19, Ill.
The Rev. John R. Bodo, First
member of the Baha'i World Faith, 1960-61 awards should be addresswomen is Mrs. Thelma Thurston
•••
Presbyterian church, president of
Mrs. Gorham is Secretary of the ed to the latter at the Fund For
Gorham, a language arts teacher
DEAR MME CIIANTE: I have the
local
Princeton Pastors Association
Spiritual Assembly of the Adult Education, 200 Bloomingand free lance writer of Oklahoma
been reading the lovelorn corner in 1958.
Baha'is of Oklahoma City. She is dale Road, Wh:te Plaies, N. Y.
observed, "We haven't
City.
for some time and see how you done the
whole job unless we seek
Employed in the secondary
have helped others. I hope you can the
non-churchly machinery to
school system by the Oklahoma
help me. I am a man of 42, 6 feet achieve
the ethical goal, and back
City Board of Education, M r s.
REV. JOHN R. BOBO of First
I inch tall, 140 lbs. brown skin. it with investment."
Looking on: Rev. B. J. AnderGorham has been granted a year's
Presbyterian church, presents
sandy hair. I have a good job, The pastors' investment
son, left, Witherspoon Presbyidea
leave of absence to do advanced
own my own home and car. I took root during
subscription check to David
terian church, and chairman
Rev. Bodo's term
study in the School of Communiwould like to meet a nice woman of office as president.
H. Scull (wearing glasses),
of MCD executive committee,
cations Research at Stanford unibetween 22 and 35 and marry soon.
board
chairman,
Modern
and Morris Milgram, right,
versity, Palo Alto, Calif.
MRS. GORHAM
Van Tony, 1242 :Iakota at., Flint, PASTORS INCLUDE
Community Developers, I n c.
president of MOD.
A former assistant professor of
Pastors who invested in Modern
Mich.
Journalism at Lincoln university, Eagle, a Tulsa weekly. While
Community Developers stock in•• •
Jefferson City, Mo., him. Gorham working on the Tulsa paper in
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am 36, clude: The Rev, Benjamin J. Anwill do special study at Stanford 1954, she won a media citation
feet 10 inches tall, 155 lbs., light derson, Witherspoon Street Presbyin the area of Human Relations from the Nstional Conference of
brown complexion. I am all alone terian church, chairman of the
in Communications. Taken f o r Christians and Jews for an editorand very lonely. I would like to executive committee of Modern
graduate credit, the work will ap- ial series entitled, "How Ready
meet a young lady between 22 Community Developers; The Rev.
ply toward her doctorate. T h e Are We For Integration?"
and 35 — race or color doesn't John R. Bodo; The Rev, John V.
grant is for $5,000.
A former resident of St. Louis,
matter. Would like her to be be. Butler, Trinity Episcopal church;
Mrs. Gorham and the other 17 Mo., Mrs. Gorham served as astween 110 and 145 lbs. Looks don't The Rev, David L. Crawford, SecFund Fellows were chosen from sistant to the chairman of the St.
matter, but would like her to ond Presbyterian church; T h e
hundreds of candidates through- Louis Committee on Great Books,
have a nice figure. She may have Rev. Kenneth Dannenhauer, Calout the United States by a Na- Charles H. Compton, librarian emone or two children. I have a good vary Baptist church; Rabbi Jostion! Selection Committee, whose eritus of the St. Louis Public Lijob — all I need is a good woman. eph II. Gelberman, Princeton Jew- The fact that 98 million Ameri- of Dimes organization declared.
Chairman was Ralph E. McGill brary. She was also young adult
cans still have not taken advan- O'Connor remarked that indifPlease send photo in first letter. ish Center;
editor of The Atlanta Constitution. program director wits the St. LouI will do the same. If serious, Also The Rev, Straughan L. Get- tage of the Salk anti-polio vac- ference to polio vaccination perOther members of the selection is County Branch YWCA in Clay.
cine
was termed a national dis- sisted today despite the horrifying
please write. M. Underwood. 826 tier, Princeton Unitarian church:
were:
ton, and worked with groups in
The Rev. Henry W. Heaps, King- grace by Basil O'Connor, presi- example last year, in the Detroit
John Fisher, editor-in-chief. Her. Kinloch, Kirkwood,
Meacham
ston Presbyterian church, King- dent of The National Foundation area, where an epidemic struck
pers Magazine; Richard B. Hull. Park and Webster Groves. As a
ston; The Rev. Richard. IL Lu- in a statement released on the down 876 persons, 23 of whom died.
director of radio and TV, Ohio free lance writer, she editor Buildeats: The Rev. Charles W. Mark- eve of the fourth anniversary of In Detroit and in other areas
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of the conference held at Le jective position, as nearly as pos•
Moyne college Saturday. It was a sible, and counseled its readers
mighty important meeting so far against being lop-sided in their splublished Ivory Thursday by this 1,1-Stift Defied', Publishing Co. lowed es 3•4•1111
as race relations in this town are proach to solutions.
Close Metter as the Miseephis Pest Office Merck 20, 1012, Under Act ef Merck 2, 1175.
concerned .. . mighty important. CONSIDER PRESS
It was important for two big The LeMoyne conference was deSERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE ARIA
the signed to take into consideration
reasons. First, the theme itof was
conference and the way
influence of the press in the
broken down was significant. Sec. that
Memphis and Shelby county race
ond, the participants — informed, relations
scene. The two major
liberal-minded consultants from
and two leading Negro news•
many sections of the South, and white
papers here were discussed, as
concerned and intelligent Memphis to
their editorial policy and treatresidents and Shelby countians. ment
of the news pertaining to
the
"Improving
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theme
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-raft.
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through
Opinion
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Climate
Language has a way of tripping us up gra." Yet. as we move about in Memphis, munication in Memphis and Shel. One person who attended the
sometime. Proper pronunciation of words we constantly hear this variation on the by County." In the break-down, conference observed that the papers on both sides have done some
can be troublesome and often a lifetime pronunciation of the word. And it makes us four areas of interest were dig. good
and have done some wrong,
Edu
Press,
the
namely,
cussed,
Akis spent without a reasonable mastery of mad. We can come up with only two rea- rational Instutions, Cultural Ac- The conference's objective was to
Wthe art of speech. At this writing, we are sons why this speech distortion takes place tivities, and Community Leader- discuss and suggest ways and
means in which the press in Memship
not concerned with overall problems of
—prejudice and-or ignorance. After a vigor. Representatives of the Southern phis and Shelby county could bring
this phase of the communications process.
about more understanding a n d
oue campaign reduced to a reasonable Regional council, white and Ne. communication
between the races
Rather, we will consider a single word in
and
studied
have
who
persons
gro
minimum the use of the hated expression, worked in the area of race re- here. And that's important.
the English language-Negro.
.
It is amazing to learn that so many peo- "nigger", this "Nigra" business piked up lations long enough to speak with communication is the press
were on As far as communications as a
it,
about
authority
some
It's
in
speed.
heard
polite
company
consisple in Memphis do not know how to prohand to give their views, listen means of improving the climate of
nounce the word ,"Negro." It is equally tently and most of us know that it's a cross to the views of local folk and opinion in the area of educational
between
"nigger"
and
Pure,
un"Negro."
join in the answering of questions institutions is concerned, the conas appalling to discover that these people
to the local situation. ference was approaching the sore
have not bothered to utilize the dictionary adulterated prejudice keeps many persons pertinent
For instance, in discussing them spot on the body of current Amerithe
granting
Negro
dignity
the
he
at their elbows to discover the proper ac- from
it was readily agreed that one of can opinion. One can't help but
cent and emphasis. To save them the trou- deserves. But business and professional the major problems involved in be convinced that the majority of
of Memphians and Shelby countians
ble, we have made the trip to the dictionary reasons often rule out the use of the vile any kind of reasonable solution
radical diffeulties in the South is want the educational institutions to
for them and print herewith the accepted "nigger". The answer: "Nigra".
the "freeze" in communications be the last place for efforts to
We have,also concluded that some per. between the races. Court decisions, improve the climate of interracial
pronunciation. The word has two syllables
andthe emphasis is on the first. Thus, the sons who use this perverted pronunciation the apparently determined drive opinion.
of the Negro to face up to his di.first syllable is "ne" and is pronounced are simply ignorant of the proper usage. abilities, the reaction of many TOUCHY SUBJECT
with the long "e" as in need. The second Having heard it all their lives, it has be. folk who had hitherto given the It's a touchy subject with them,
despite all that's been taking place
syllable is "gro" and is pronounced with come the accepted pronunciation to them. matter little thought, all have led around them. Many local folk tend
the
on
back
drawing
of
kind
a
to
Numerous well known and well educated part of a lot of Southerners of to shy away from looking that
*he long "o" as in grow.
dreaded day in the face when
When the syllables are joined we get, persons have expressed amazement when both races,
something will have to be done
"Nee - grow," with the emphasis on the they learned that Negroes resent this hy. Where Negroes and whites on about educational desegregation in
the same lob could talk to each
in
slap
brid
the
We
upon
face.
insist
being other and indulge in exchange of Memphis. Some work on the cli"nee."
Through no stretch of the imagination properly Identified. The word is Negro. And opinions on topics of the day while mate of opinion on the matter
Golden Anniversary of the NAACP
be timely, it seems.
in close contact with each other, would
can this word be properly pronounced "Ni- it's pronounced "Nee-grow."
As
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for
area
of
leadership,
there has been a noticeable clamMemphis and Shelby county have This year the National Associa- have led over the years to the other throughout the Country. ming up on both sides.
been rather well blessed with a tion for the Advancement of Col- recent history-making victories in And the very first office I AlliThe whites claim the Negro his set
whitet andt
the Supreme Court. White hands ed when I came to New York
geroehsiPaygonwhhiistegshogutledenrnwThne
oefoblevaioduesrls;
see the ored People is celebrating its and black hands have helped to was that of the NAACP, to seek
All eyes are on Africa today — and those who perpetrate them. To-date the
whole community make progress Golden anniversary, to culminate bring about iducational integra- out the .nan whose words had
they are not all sympathetic eyes either. most forceful spokesman for African na- showing the meanness thatPeweays in living together,
in its 50th Jubilee Convention in tion across much of the South, meant so much to me in my youth,
their
deeply
on
imbedded
ply
Presidentalready
of the
In short, nobody among Mem- New York City in July. These partial though it now may be, but Dr. DuBois. At the NAACP office
There is growing in some circles a strong tionalism is Sekou Toure,
insidees.
(37).
I met also the charming Jessie
phis and Shelby County leaders have been 50 golden years, each enormous in its potentialities.
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from free Africa. whether it be Ghana or wayin
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menday, week to week, month to
my privilege let
African leaders are aa on* in their of two small boys belligerently ner to insure a maximum of just- month. year to year work of the CRISIS, the official organ of the Later It was
the soon-to-be-independent Nigeria. Such a
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step, it is thought, would serve as a cheek objectives.
these leaders need is a refurbished the greatest social service organi- I noticed that most of the pictures Weldon
Roy Wilkins, men who have
WANT TROUBLE
means of communication among zation in America. Certainly no in it were of people dark as I and
upon the liberation movement which is unity. They are leading a revolution in the Dowr
guided the NAACP through all its
was dark.
l enslaved and fru.- And yet, basically neither one themselves.
ll unjustly
name of a,
..gitating the whole of Africa.
h. , As for the area of cultural se-- future history of the United States Very early in life, THE CRISIS trials and tribulations to where it
ne of
some owis
wants any trouble. Each
can be written without including
for freedom will not trated by centuries of colonialization which es to himself that
today — an organization of
basis
tainvditizetznecwnontders if Memphis in its pages the National Associa- became my magazine, and I knew is
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have subjugated the black man, altered his understanding could be reached
its pages were my pages, its monumental importance in Amerthat
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be restrained by economic
words about me. When I was old ican life.
cultural pattern, destroyed In many in. that would prevent the waste an one of thye eeashieyet
get ored People.
hibition of any kind. The hour has struck
enough to read, the flaming Not only has the NAACP been
effects of dislike, together? Could
perse.
stances his possibilities of development, time-consuming
the
of
part
a
was
Integration
words of the poetic and stirring a vital force in the betterment of
openly shown ... prejudice, open- &leei
for a political revolution unlike anything
NAACP from the very beginning• passionate and indignant editori- conditions for Negro citizens, but
power
,
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n,
flaunted
ly
distrust,
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frequenthas always been an interracial als of Dr. W. E. B. DuBois, editor it has helped to wash and rewash
In human history. Though some of the and dominated his thoughts.
ly stated ... and resignation to IntmnmmmieselmmintIMIMMt1111111MlinMilltil It
organization. Since its inception, of THE CRISIS, gave me my first the rather sooty face of American
emergent political entities may have to
It is evident that Africa will have to the worst ... obviously expected
Negroes and whites have worked knowledge of what power printed democracy and make that face
struggle hard for their existence, they have evolve revolutionary principles that are beet And all because of the cutting of
side by side for greater democ- words can have when they are cleaner and brighter and better to
traditional lines of communlin our USA, and its board filled with integrity, social respon- look upon for all its citizens.
racy
the ability, temperament and the will to suited to her conditions and experience. the
cation.
'itittimititimitiumillittielinientitellitli1111011111111111 as well as various of its officers sibility, and a deep caring for the For its Golden Anniversary, let
suffer for freedom.
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Such principles may be radical, but not
have been for 50 years of both basic values of human life.
us endow the NAACP's Fighting
It is this determination which aggra- necessarily Marxist. First of all there is communication is the press ... A reader's conducted tour races.
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EurWhite men and women from Os- been a member of the NAACP, dollars in gold or — since the
vates the colonial powers. The white world no class problem. There exists one and same Negro and white. In the past, justi- ope's seellite countries is
providGarrison Villard to Eleanor but sometimes when funds were gold is all at Fort Knox — its
has gone mad over the fact that political class — that of the dispossessed.
fiable criticism of the Negro and ed in Nicholas Halm' latest book, wald
Roosevelt have helped guide and low, or when I was out of the equivalent in check' or currency.
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events have forced it to relinquish its hold
that
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strengthen the NAACP both mor- country, my membership lapsed. Let us all contribute generously
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whette Prersos havep reress hashee been aceaelleedd
in°fthReuePsile; — ally and financially. White legal
over the black man's land. White folk are seek inspiration in either the socialist or Th
as soon as I have had this year to America's own NaNeg Pdevotees of "yellow World, to be published Apriles2Owbeyr talent as well as Negro legal tal- However,
sensational,
a dollar or two, I renewed my tional Association for the Advancejust now admitting that Africa is not the capitalist system to solve her problems. journalism," concerned only with The Ronald Press Company ($6).
ent have drawn the briefs which membership in one branch or an- ment of Colored Peep's.
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They have suddenly discovered that black iter in the Communist camp,
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theHhiestOzriereavItefwacetoarts tthhaet
she will not charged Th
Africa has a deep consciousness of one- sell her soul either to the right or to the in the treatment of news affecting have long been shaping the separ
the Negro . . . playing up h i s ate destinies of the eastern Eurness and independence which has its histori- left.
and playing down his vir- opean nations.
cal parallel in Western civilization.
The form of union matters little at this crimes
tues.
He then pictures for the general
Free people of Africa represent but moment. 'What does matter is to create The emergence of the Integra- reader the collapse of the old or.
that
of
population
unity.
tion
Indeissue
this
caused sharper lines of der following liberation in 1545
workable conditions for
/Il one-third of the total
n tnos be drawn in the press taend the miljtor and often enginathundred and forty million pendence is the forerunner of Unity, Presi- di ivision
nnewiesspayperst
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natives await to see the dawn of freedom. dent Tours declared. African unity has no
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tee spread of Soviet
Nor is it a question solely of political free- inspiration to draw from the present par- 111111101111/1111111111MIllninttlentilleel11111,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111111111M1111111111MIMINNIS
dom. In certain parts of Africa the most celing out into zones of French, British,
Inhuman regime of purely racial discrimi- Portuguese or Belgian influence.
England — When the the traffic system than by any- Chicago and the States. Gulley
Africa, in Toure'a conception, will have
nation is being perpetrated under the guise
''bigLONDON,
CORREC211
TWA Constellation touched thing else. Although this was my had just returned from a phototo be recreated in its true dimensions. All
of so-called democratic government.
ground at the London airport, first visit to London, I was pre- graphic mission in Moscow and
Heath Row, on Saturday after- pared for the quaint houses and he had some fascinating stories to
The native leaders are trying to mobilise the frontiers imposed by colonialization will
noon, I had completed my third architecture by the pictures I tell about the Russians. He asked
world conscience and public opinion with a have to disappear. Though there are yet
the felAtlantic crossing by air. I breath- have seen of English life. This about John Sengstacke andbusiness
view to eliminating the injustices of this obstacles in her path, she has the determileft-handed traffic system, how- lows in the newspaper
ed a sigh of gratitude.
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The sun was shining and this ever, seemed utterly mad.
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them his best.
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British passengers who seem to way and moving at breakneck Arrangements were made for
cherish sunlight, a rare thing for speed. It was frightening because me to learn something about TV
"When the speaker Is a young
London except in mid-summer. We the roads and streets are narrow news writing on the BBC since
child his most important listeners,
were herded into a small bus by and every mile or so we ran into I am supposed to handle some of
by far, are his parents. And they
lady attendants in snappy blue a traffic circle with pedestrians this work when the television servshould be in no hurry to judge
uniforms and driven a few yards scrambling all over the place and ice start, in Nigeria. The fact that
the child's speech by adult standto the immigration offices. The everything moving in the wrong television stations are being openards. It's important that the child
ride was so short one wondered direction. The fact that we escap- ed in Western Nigeria, the mil
like to talk than it is that he
why we were not permitted to ed a crash at these narrow circles ones in Africa, is a sensational
speak fluently, or with correct
development and the English are
seemed miraculous.
grammar, or distinct articulation
The customs officers were po- I stopped in the hotel just long quite excited about it.
walke
the 40-page publication is both of seueds and proper pronunciation
' No child need stutter!
lite and seemed anxious to get rid enough to wash my face a n d It is being interpreted as
words. These are refinements
That is the contention of Wen- revealing study of more this 26 of
of us. They did not open my bags change shirts because we had an masterful deal by Prime Minister
intensive about which the setae parent will
dell Johnson, Ph. D.. Professor years of extensive and problems
and only asked me where I was appointment to meet the London Awolowo of Western Nigeria. He is
he patient and, as refinements,
of speech pathology and pitycholo- regearch in stuttering
going to stay and for how long. manager of United Press Interna- campaigning to become top leaddevelop
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gy at the University of Iowa. and
The whole procedure was quick tional who was going to Spain the er when federal elections are held
weeder of speech a source of if Only the child is encouraged to
and simple. Just before landing, next day for a few weeks vaca- In the three regions of Nigeria to
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strength,
we filled out a landing card and tion. The hotel room was small, pick a Federal head for the new
MID, much of the "folk thinking"
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it seems that this card which has but not too different from those at state which becomes independent
and many of the ancient theories
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Satiety, popularly known as the
The offices of UPI are just off that the night before we arrived
Associates was waiting for me Fleet
"Much has been done in recent "We speak of 'the stutter' as Easter Seal Society. Ceples of the
Street which is the famous there had been a brawl at a Lens
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BEAMING HAPPILY as Kelly Alexander, president
of the North Carolina NAACP, presents NAACP charter, are officers of the student chapter NAACP at Ben-

nett College, Greensboro, N. C. On the receiving end
is Miss Ann Hanks, of Westminister, S. C., president
of the student group. Looking on are (from left)

Dolores Finger, Hickory, N. C.; Roslyn Smith, Princeton,
W. Va.; Von Moore, Norfolk, Va.; Priscilla Rogers,
Philadelphia, Pa.; and Gwendolyn Nlackel, Chicago.

IT DEPENDS UPON your point of view. If you like
television, you might go for the new and modern set
being displayed in photo above. If, however, you prefer
pretty girls, meet Joan Koszyk, 19-year-old Chicagoan
who would look good on anybody's TV screen. Defender
staff photo

WAVING HIS CAP, Nationalist Chinese President
Chiang Kai-Shek greets a crowd of more than 100,000
during youth day ceremonies in Taipei, Taiwan. Chiang
pledged that Nationalist China would use every means
to aid the Tibetans. UPI Telephoto

)r. Blake Warns Protestants

EIGHT TO A CAR — It's 8 to
a car as Japanese wrestlers attempt to lift this import from
Nippon as the International Au'

tomobile Show opens to the
public in New York. This car,
called a Toyopet is just one of

No College Post For Liz Taylor

NEW YORK — (UPI) — Dr. Eugene Carson Blake, chief execuHOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Elizabeth Taylor won't be a visiting
ve of the United Presbyterian Church and former head of the Na- lecturer at the University of California at Los Angeles — she never
anal Council of Churches, warned protestants not to expect "too was invited, a school spokesman said.
'Lich" from the Ecumenical Council called by Pope John XXIII.
An earlier announcement said the 27-year-old actress would hold
The Rev. Dr. Blake, addressing the annual meeting of the As- a symposium about life in the movie business. But it was circulat'elated Church Press, representing most major Protestant periodi- ed by a publicity man, the spokesman said.
ils, said "it would be foolish to expect the Roman Catholic, Eas"It stirred up quite a hornet's nest," the spokesman said. "We
n Orthodox or protestant churches to change their fundamental don't have anything against Miss Taylor, but housewives from all
rinciples."
over the country wrote the university and said we should be careful. They definitely were not happy about it."
The announcement that the raven-hair actress would speak at
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. — (UP)) — Eliott Roosevelt. son of the the school came shortly after she splashed into the nation's head•
'te president, was arrested while sleeping in his car parked beside lines as the "other woman" in the Debbie-Eddie Fisher breakup.
road early Saturday. and booked on an accusation of drunk driving.
The Scottsdale marshal's office said Roosevelt was asleep bend the wheel of his car, off the road, in this Western resort town
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The American publishers of "Dr.
hen an officer investigated and arrested him. Roosevelt was taken Zhivago', will publish on Friday an autobiographical sketch by
the Tempe. Ariz., jail nearby, given a drunkometer test, and held author Boris Pasternak that expresses his disillusionent with life in
'mut 4/
1
2 hours before being released on $300 bail.
communist Russia.
A spokesman for Pantheon Books, inc., said publication of the
91-pags sketch entitled "I Remember" probably would not subject
HAVANA — ( UPI) — Unidentified gunmen made two separate Pasternak to any worse Soviet criticism than he already has sufttacks against Revolutionary police in the Havana area and escao- fered because the autobiography alreadl has appeared in France
sd in fast cars.
and Italy. A German version is expected to be published shortly.
Several men and women in a late model sedan opened fire on a
The publishing firm said the autobiography already has an ad)(dice patrol car in the fashionable Vedado residential section near vance sale of nearly 40,000 copies. Pasternak wrote it as a comhe strike-bound Ba!dor school.
panion book for "Dr. Zhivago," his Nobel prize-winning work that
A woman pedestrian was hit by stray bullets and rushed to the has sold more than 800,000 copies in the United States.
'osnital in critical condition. Police requested local newspapers and
.adio stations not to mention the incident, it was reported.
WASHINGTON — UPI — Republican National Chairman Meade
Alcorn announced Wednesdarhe'Svas resigning, effective next week,
Los ANGELES — (UPI i — King Hussein of Jordan said that to return to his law practice at Hartford, Conn.
Informed sources said his successor was almost certain to be
Cammunism is the greatest threat to Arab nationalism.
The 24-year-old monarch made the statement in an hour-long Sen. Thruster' B. Morton R-Ky. Morton said in Louisville he would
luestion-and•answer session with some 300 admittedly pro-Nasser accept the job ,if It was offered to him by the GOP National Cornstudents from 14 Arab nations attending the fourth annual Arab mittee.
Student Convention.
The committee meets here April 10-11 at which time Alcorn's
Moustapha Akka of the United Arab Republic and a student at resignation becomes effective. The committee will formally name
the University of Southern California asked what Hussein was doing the new chairman but the real decision as to who gets the job will
be President Eisenhower's,

Arrest Son Of Late F. D. Roosevelt

Pasternak Autobiography Due Friday

more than 600 automobiles
from all over the world on
display at the show.(UPI Telephoto)

GERTRUDE ROBINSON, 61,
struggles to free herself from
the grasp of Detroit policemen
as they try to stop residents

of Patton Park area from
picketing in protest of construction on the park
grounds. The pickets objected

to any changes In the park,
and seek to preserve the trees
and remaining land after plans
were made to erect a building
on the ground. UPI Telephoto

Sues To Bare U. S. Payroll Data
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Scripps-Howard reporter Vance Trimble filed in federal court today to force the Senate and House to
open records on payrolls and other government-paid expenses that
are now kept secret.
Trimble, news editor of the Washington Bureau of the ScrippsHoward Newspaper Alliance, has written a series of articles bringing to light the hiring of relatives by congressmen and their use
of funds to operate offices in their home districts.,
In one suit, he asked the court to order the Senate to make
available the payroll records of Senators which are now kept secret.
In another, he asked that House officials be compelled to make
available other data, particularly the payment of expenses f o r
operating the home district offices which are now published on an
annual basis.

•

Report Meade Alcorn To Resign
mittW
eeASHINGTON — (UPI) — Meade Alcorn was reported to m.be
preparing to resign as chairman of the Republican National Co-

Alcorn, 51-year-old attorney, could not be reached immediately,
LIZ TAYLOR
MIKE TODD
and a national committee spokesman said he knew nothing about
the report.
The Hartford (Conn.) Courant said Alcorn is resigning to reLONDON — (UPI) — The swank Dorchester hotel has refused
turn to his private law practice there.
His reported decision to retire came as a surprise since he has actress Elizabeth Taylor's application for a long-term lease on a
.just begun a comprehensive party re-building program in an at- suite she apparently wanted for her honeymoon with Eddie Fisher,
tempt to get the GOP back on the road to victory after its 1958 it was learned.
Miss Taylor, who once occupied the Harlequin suite at the Dorelection disaster.
Alcorn has served in the chairmanship for two years. Ile suc- chester with her third husband, the late Mike Todd. applied for a
10-week lease. But the Dorchester refused on grounds the suite was
ceeded Leonard W. Hall a few months after the 1956 election.
so popular that it could not be rented for lengthy periods.
Since the actress and her crooner fiance plan to marry next
BEKLIN — (UPI) — A Soviet spokesman warned the United month, it was presumed she wanted the suite during their honeyStates today against flying planes to West Berlin at heights not ac- moon.
cepted by the Soviet Union.
He said if the United States defies a Soviet ban on flights in
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Thubetan J. Norbis brother 'of the
the air corridors above 10,000 feet it will lead to "complications."
° The spokesman did not spell out what he meant by "complica- escaped Dalai Lama, said the Chinese Reds planned to wipe out
tions," but the implication was that the Soviets might take action every Tibetan who did not embrace Communism.
Norbu said his countrymen would fight back with their crude
against the aircraft.
Air weapons and World War I German and British rifles "as long as
Three Soviet jet fighters buzzed an unarmed American
Force transport plane Friday on flights both into and out of West any Tibetans are alive."
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Cuba's revolutionary leader Fidel Castro
Norbu, 38, a student in this country, said 90 per cent of the TiBerlin while it was crossing the Soviet zone.
has been scheduled to make at least four speeches in the United
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Senate Rackets Committee openThe Soviets rejected an American protest against the buzzing betan people were anti-Chinese and anti-Communist because the
States during a visit later this month.
ed an investigation of juke box racketeering as practiced in the and countered with a protest of their own. They said western air- Reds tried to deprive them of their religion, language, tradition and
The United Nations Correspondents Association announced that home town of Teamster President James R. Hotta,
craft may not fly above 10,000 feet when crossing East Germany customs.
Castro will address a lunch of the association here on April 22. He
The hearing was expected to produce testimony that some of to and from West Berlin.
is scheduled to speak before the Overseas Press Club at lunch the Hoffa's friends in Detroit worked in close harmony with underworld
following day and also in Boston,
elements in the music machine business.
PLYMOUTH, England. — (UPI) — The city council took S560
Caatro's visit was prompted by an invitation from the American
Chief counsel Robert F. Kennedy said Hoffa'sname would figure
NEW DELHI — (UPI) — The official Chinese Nationalist Cen- annual aid from homes for unwed mothers and teen-age girls and
Society of Newspaper Editors, whom he will address in Washington. prominently in the inquiry, which was expected to run most of this tral Neva agency said today the Dalai Lama has reached a safe gave it to a home for lost dogs and cats.
C
week..
place in co
Tm
ibemtunaingdts.is personally leading the revolt whist the
Alderman Mrs. Lilian Brock said city support of the Plymoutil
dogs' and cats' home would help more than giving the annual subLOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Former President Truman said that
Repasts in Taipei newspaper said the nationalist air force was sidies to church homes for human beings.
Meade Alcorn quit as chairman of the Republican party because he
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — White House Press Secretary James airdroppillig encouraging leaflets and minor supplies — "comfort
was "scared to death" the Republicans would lose in 1960.
C. Hagerty termed untrue and "irresponsible" a CBs radio report items" such as toothbrushes, towels etc., — to the rebels and plan,
"He just wanted to get out of the way,- said Truman with a that President Eisenhower has accepted the resignation of ailing fled to fly in
Newspaper publisher Eugene t' Pulliam cited Chicago new.'
nationalist officials to help the rebels.
broad smile as he held a planeside press conference at International
secretary of State John Fo4er Dulles.
There was no word however that arms, ammunition, signal laper coverage of their city's mayoralty campaign to refute charged
Airport where lie had just arrived from Kansas city.
The report, by ciIs correspondent Dan Schorr, was attributed equipment and other military supplies promised by the nationalists that American newspapers make up a "one party press."
"You mean he was afraid of a Democrat' victory in 1060?" Tru- to sources in
Pulliam, publisher of the Indianapolis star and Indianapolb
were being parachuted to the rebls. There also was no indication
Europe "believed to be reliable."
man was asked.
Hagerty sumntened newsmen to announced that he had called whether nationalist planes were flying extremely lane range mis- News, and of the Arizona republic and gazette, was speaker at the
"Of course, that's the reason he quit," stid the 74-year-old ex- Theodore F. Hoops CBS
official in Washington, and "demanded that sions from Formosa or were operating from friendly southeast Asian founders of Sigma Delta Chi. Pulliam was one of the tounden et tie
Bream:WM.
they (CBS) correct; this statement on their network."
countries.
professional journalistic fraternity.

kttack Havana Revolutionary Cops

Hotel Refuses Liz's Application

Meade Alcorn Quits GOP Post

Hussein Says Reds Top Threat

Schedule Four Speeches For Castro

Reds Put Ceiling On U. S. Planes

Tells Threat Of Chinese Reds

Rackets Committee Probes Detroit

Dalai Lama Reported Safe In Tibet

Truman Says Alcorn Was 'Scared'
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$560 Annual Aid Goes To Dogs'

Deny J. Foster Dulles To Quit

Cites Chicago Newspapers' Record
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MEMPHIANS JOINED the tra•
ditional Easter parade as they
celebrated this memorable
day by attending the churches
of their choice. Tri-State Dr•
fender Photographer Howard

Pulley recorded these scenes
as he toured the city with his
camera. In the top left photo.
Mrs. Beatrice Nesbit and little Jacqueline, of 1464 Emer•
son Pose Just outside Mount

Nebo Baptist church. Caught
by the lemmas at Vance Ayer
nue Church of God in Christ,
Mary Brownlee of 1445 TIP
lane, Artie Wilson, left, and
Ivory Thompson, both of 574

Lauderdale. Poking around at
the Atlanta Life Insurance
company's annual Easter egg
hunt, photo top right, are,
left to right, Louis Ballentine,
GiIda Lee, Naomi Gray, and

Alvin Gray, Jr. In photo bot•
tom left are Mrs. Margaret
Tabor holding Terry Denise,
with Debra inn at right.
Soaking up the sun, bottom,
center, are left to right, Mrs.

Mildred Lathley, 1101 E. Laud•
erdale, Anthony Larbley, and
Miss Janke Clemmons of 613
E. Lauderdale. At b n ii o m
right, caught by the photo.

grapher after services at
Emanuel Episcopal church,
are, left to right. MISS Man.
lyn Watkins. Thomas Watkins,
jr., Mrs. L. Alex Wilson, Dr.

Thomas Walking and Mrs. Wag.
king. Standing in front of tie
group is Karen P.a.,. Wilms,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L,
Alex Wilson.
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